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MI HI

Situation in Near
East Less Criti-

cal

.

lllGNATIONjUBSIDES
Servia and Other Countries
Involved Take Calmer
View of Trouble.

Voters of Southern Union and Eastern Quay Counties Will Cast
Republican Ballots

MID STATEHOOD

CARRY DAY

Special to the New Mexican.
Nara Visa, Oct. 12. The Andrews'
political meeting which took place
here Saturday night, was a great success. There was a very large crowd
and the reception was very cordial.
The following were the speakers who
were closely listened to and loudly applauded:
Delegate W. H. Andrews, Harry
PARTY
Sims, of the Valley Ranch; Mayor CAMPAIGN
Jose D. Sena, of Santa Fe; Attorney
Ralph C. Ely, of Demlng, and several
local speakers.
Great Crowds Greet
The .people of this section of eastWho Want
ern Quay county exhibit intense interest in statehood and for statehood and

WILL

ON NOVEMBER

Andrews.

THIRD

.

Speakers at Every MeetingDemc-cratSelf Government Will Put Aside
Party Issues.

They know that they cannot get
statehood from the Congress of the
United States Unless Delegate An
and the Republican
drews is
ticket is successful
The miblic slogan throughout Un
ion and eastern Quay counties, is "Andrews and Statehood."
The Republican majority in these
sections will be great. It is expected
that Union county will give at least

10

David McK'ller Drowns at Wagon
Mound While Men Feverishly Build
Raft to Save Him Two Survive.

LANDOF

E

Goyernor Curry and Chairman Bursum
Predict Big Republican
Majority

--

DEATH SWIFTER THAN
WOULD-BRESCUERS TAFT

s

Special to the New Mexican.
East Las Vegas, N. M Oct. 12.
While dozens on short were feverishly
constructing a raft with which to rescue a party of three clinging tq'a capsized boat in the middle of the big
lake at Wagon Mound, David McKeller
one of the unfortunates, could hold on
no longer, and without a word slipped
under the surface and his body has
not yet been recovered. The two survivors were pulled onto the raft ten
minutes after their companion had
sunk from sight.
Miss Baughman, the young governess of the children of S. Vorenberg;
Dr. Andres, a guest at the McKeller
home, and Judge McKeller, left for
the lake early Sunday afternoon for a
sail. They iaiinched their boat from
the south end which is protected from
the wind and the water was comparatively smooth.
After they were away from the shore
they hoisted a sail, but they had gone
but a short distance, when they were
struck by a fierce gust of wind. The
little vessel veeled over and shipped
a large quantity of water and slowly
settled and overturned. All three mem
bers of, the party succeeded in getting
hold of the bottom of the boat and
held on up to their necks in almost
icy cold water.

DIE

Insists on Trip
Through; South-

ern States
ESTABLISHES

11

PRECEDENT

Starts on Campaign Tour
Which Will Last Until
Eve of Election.

William
Cincinnati. O., Oct. 12.
Chair- tic over the outcome of the trip as was
H. Taft, Republican candidate for the
Governor George Curry and
London, Oct. 12 News received
Governor Curry. "You cannot imagine
this' morning from the storm centers
presidency, left here this morning for
man H. O. Bursum of the territorial
what an intense interest the people
returna contL".uous campaign tour, extendcommittee
in
belief
confirm
central
the
near
the
in
East,
Republican
of that part of the territory are taking
ing over many states and which will
London that the Powers will find a
ed yesterday from a week's trip
Mexico. in the present campaign and the isnot' end until the night before the
friendly solution of the crisis which
through northeastern New
f for sues on which it is being fought," he
"here
will
election. Taft during the tour begun toremain
has agitated Europe for more than a
Governor Curry
said to a representative of the New
day will invade the Solid South. He
week. Servia, it is now thought, has
three or four days to attend to urgent Mexican. "I
never saw such unre
will probably be the only Republican
hnetnPRS. and Chairman Bursum will
fallen In line with the other countries
he strained enthusiasm as was manifest
before
for the presidency who has
candidate
two
a
is
and
Fe
days
interested
taking'
ln
ganta
directly
around the ed in the continuous ovation which
ever spoken in the Southern states. He
n onnthor swinr
more Quiet view of the situation. The
mans
was accorded to Delegate Andrews and
will speak In Richmond, Virginia and
resolution of the Servian Assembly 300 majority. "
circle. Governor Curry spent the last
his party during the trip. We visited
he
where
will make a whirlwind trip through
of the week at Albuquerque,
passed today amounts to .practically a
Las Vegas, Mora, Sapello, Watrous,
vote of confidence in the government.
Maryland, West Virginia, Kentucky,
attended the final exercises of the exVICTIMS
INDIANS
Mound, Springer, Raton, CimWagon
ball.
Tennessee
and North Carolina.
Montezuma
Great Britain has receded from her
the
and
position
and other places, and everyThe attention given to the Southern
OF DEADLY DISEASE Roth Governor Curry and Chairman arron
previously expressed determination to
where the people were wild in their
states does not indicate any belief on
confine the questions to be discussed
Bursum were enthusiastic over Hhe demonstration of welcome.
ANDREWS
ARE
FOR
Tribes
Out
the part of the Republican managers
and
tour
they
by the proposed International Confer- Mysterious Malady Wiping
success of the speaking
At Mora there was a procession of
that such states as Virginia and North
beence regarding the Balkans to the reon James and Muason uay in
never
that
STATEHOOD
AND
the
of
opinion
are both
that extended over a mile and
people'
Carolina can be carried for the Re.,
Far North.
Mexico
cent events In Bulgaria, Bosnia and
fore has northeastern New
a half, which came out to the town limwhole-souleHerzovinia.
such
of
Will
Business
Men
Vote publican ticket. Mr. Taft. made some
been the scene
to meet us and escort us to the Prominent
promises which he insists shall be
New York. Oct., 12 A deadly dis enthusiasm or such unrestrained dem- its
For the Delegate in Union
Three hundred
place , of meeting.
but
like
carried
grippe,
out, and in spite of the fact
some
DeleASSEMBLY WILL SUPPORT
respects
in
accorded
ease,
and Quay Counties.
onstrations as were
horsemen, handsomely mounted with
that National Chairman Frank H.
SERVIAN GOVERNMENT highly contagious and far more mortal
of
speak
the
and
party
gate Andrews
several hundred school children and
Hitchcock considers the southern visit
than grippe in this climate, has attack ers who accompanied mm.
men and women were in line, and a Special to the New Mexican.
tne
Belgrade, Oct. 12. The Skupshitina ed already the depleted tribes oi
12
The tour largely a waste of time, it will be
Tucumcari. N. M., Oct.
Continuous Ovation.
float was provided on which Governor
in extraordinary session today adopted Cree Indians on the shores of James
H.
W.
of
and
Andrews
J
ova-Delegate
party made,
and Delegate Andrews rode in
was one continuous
and
Curry
men
"The
trip
effect
to
Candidate's Itinerary.
the
a
resolution
Hudson
killing
bays,
and
unanimously
through the northern and eastern
Mr. Taft will speak in the heart of
tion from Lamy to the Colorado line," to town. Needless to say there was an counties of
that it reposes full confidence In the women and children by the scores.
one
is
Mexico
tri
New
"Ev- overflow meeting at the court house.
the old Confederacy on October 17
government and that as a result of Alonzo Cklnner, of the Department said Governor Curry yesterday.
urriphal procession. Crowd greet the
in
or
of
Miss
dressed
white,
passed
MuMora,
we
Kelly,
stopped
ery place
the steps .Jiaken by it expects vigorous of Anthropology of the American
at the trains, hotels and meet and on the same day before he reaches
recent- through sent out their hundreds and delivered an address of welcome, and party
Des
activity will be display fcd for the pro- seum of Natural History, who
Moines, Folsom, Clayton and the Virginia capital he will talk in
and hail this interest of everyone, men, women, ings.
Greensboro, North Carolina.
tection of the nation and its threatened ly returned from an Exhaustive study thousands to welcome us,
next repre- and children, can be taken as indica Nara Visa have had immense
Mr. Taft will be in Tennessee on
interests. With this object in view the of the people of that country, brought Delegate Andrews as the
all
men
of
with
politicmeetings
in Congress. tion of how the election is going to
the
of
territory
to
tms
October
sentative
terrible
16, speaking in the morning at
of
the
the
plague
govern' the news
Skupshitina will support
al parties shouting for Andrews and
The peonle of northeastern New Mex result in Mora.
at Knoxville in the after
Chattanooga,
ment to the fullest extent. The Skup city.
statehood.
Open Air Meetings Necessary.
noon, and at Bristol in the evening.
shitina has sent an encouraging let
"The disease apparently comes from ico are deeply interested in tne live
made
been
have
every
Speeches
"At Cimarron we couldn't find a hall
The last meeting is for both Virginia
ter of greeting to ' the Montegrin nowhere," said Skinner. "No one ever issues of the campaign and that they
where by Delegate Andrews. Ralph C.
of
crowd
to
accommodate
the
big
enough
the
of
in
are
favor
were
- Sims. At Nara
national assembly, which met today heard of ,it before. The people
Visa, and Tennessee, Bristol being a border
Ely and Harr;The sickness starts Delegate Andrews was demonstrated of 1,500 or more men who attended Ely received an ovation at the conclu- city.
and voted an extraordinary credit of panic stricken.
enthusiastic reception the meeting and we were accordingly
He then starts for Washington by
$32,000,000 to the ministry of war. with a cold, followed by a cough, fever, clearly by the
are
forced to go out into the open air ,to sion of his talk. The speeches
' '
his party.
and
him
exof - North Carolina and Virginia,
, they gave
way
naseau and finally death.
Further jmportant decisions are
enthusiasm
and
interest
arousing great
we make the speeches.
r
ana
namiec
"'
town,
village
at Greensboro in the after"Every
speaking
,'"""'
pected.'
"At Wagon Mound and other places, and prominent business men say they noon and at Richmond at
nassed through or visited vied with its
AMERICAN AERONAUTS
and
night He
Andrews
vote
for
accord the where only one meeting had been are going to
will be in Washington on October 18
.
HAVE HAIRBREADTH ESCAPE neighbor in an endeavor to
MONTENEGRO CALLS
be
will
vote
The
unpreced
statehood.
people presented
most cordial welcome to us, ana tne scheduled, so many
and he goes through New Jersey on
IT A CRYING WRONG
'
for
themselves
of
that wo ented in the counties visited.
admission,
in
made.
many
October 19, speaking at Trenton, NewTiPrlln. Oct' 12. A. Holland Forbes novel arrangements
showed were compelled to hold two meetings
our
for
12.
reception
The
Oct.
the
and Camden. The same evening
ark
A
places
H. BETTS
Aueustus C. Post, the American
Cettinje, Montenegro,
else could, in order that all who wished to hear COLONEL H.
- more clearly than anything
will
he
narwar fever resulting from the annexa-- ;
THEM
a
speak in Baltimore and the
had
ho
SHOW
WILL
ts
vesterday
discuss the campaign issection of the the
next day takes him into West Virginia,
in
tion by Austria Hungary of Bosnia and
county
Grant
of
escace from death when their bal- - that the people of that soul in favor sues,speakers
The Republicans
might do so. A torch light pro
even
Herzegovina has been strengthened by loon, the "Conquerer," burst in the territory are heart and
connection with delegates from Luna speaking in Parkersburg in the
at
and
cession
a
barbecue
con
to
Cimarron,
Andrews
Mr.
of
return
ing.
H.
a message to parliament from Prince air at an altitude of four thousand of the
H.
Betts,
nominated
where made the day of our appearance there county have
Finish in New York.
Nicholas who declares the act of Aus- feet, had completely
for the
recovered this gress where he has been and
to a continuous holiday and the people of Silver City, as candidate
benefit
he returns to Ohio and
From
there
two
the
tria has inflicted a crying wrong upon morning from the effects of their he will be, of the greatest
from
gave themselves over to merrymaking. house of representatives
22 takes up a tour of Inon
October
the people and that they are prepared thrilling experience.' They owe their the entire people of New Mexico,
named.
counties
Democrats For Andrews
to sacrifice the last drop of blood un- - lives to the fact that the balloon open- Statehood Paramount Issue.
Colonel Betts is very well known and diana, which is scheduled to deliver
"I
Dem
know
thousand
that
several
be him in Chicago for the last big mass
the
less peaceful endeavors result ln thise(J ,ike a parachute, when half way
to
needed
was
get
If anything
ocrats in Union, Quay, Mora, San Mi popular and it is believed will
a first class meeting of the campaign here on Satwill
make
grievance being immediately righted down, allowing them to descend grad votes of that part of the territory the
he
so
If
elected.
and Colfax counties who voted
of guel
The messase was received with pro- ually;urday, October 24.
for O. A. Larrazolo two years ago, member of the house.
trip was. just the thing. Thousands
'
vot
longed cheers.
heretofore
have
who
Democrats
will this year cast their ballots for
ed for the opponent of Mr. Andrews Delegate Andrews, and help return
THAW IS RECOMMITTED
BERLIN IN RECEIPT OF.
... TO MATTEWAN ASYLUM shouted and cheered for the delegate him to Congress by a handsome ma
ALARMING DISPATCH
THIRD
wherever he appeared, and It was not jority and the same condition prevails DETROIT
made all
21. Jus difficult to see that they had
New
over
Mexico.
Oct.
Governor
As
N.
Y.,
White
Plains,
Berlin, Oct. 12. The Daily Anzeiger
vote on November Curry
tice Mills in the supreme court here un their minds to
said, the. intelligent people of
and Andrews. the
publishes a dispatch from Belgrade to
statehood
for
third
to
Thaw
K.
realize that statehood is
recommitted
territory
Harry
the effect that the Servian customs of- today
GAME
CHICAGO
In The people of northeastern New Mexl impossible unless Delegate Andrews is
criminal
the
for
Mattewan
asylum
taken
ficials on the frontier, have'
do the voters of every
as
co.
realize,
the?
all
are
oth
denied
and
Mills
sane.
Justice
applica
casting
they
forcible possession of the Hungarian
into other section of the territory, that to er issues to the winds and are com
customs house and that' the people of tion for a jury trial to Inquire mo win statehood this year it is necessary
ing out strongly in favor of Delegate
Thaw's sanity. He also denied the
Belgrade have burned another AusAndrews to Con' Andrews as the
to
three order. Score, Detroit 1; Chicago
Delegate
on
from
him
to
only man who can se
custody
tion
X X X x
discharge
trian flag on the public square. The
been
issue
has
0.
other
and
every
gress,
ambition.
cure for them their great
at the last
R.H.E.
Servian government correspondent the ground that the jury
Second inning No runs.
'
3
lines will be too weak to
find him insane. Thaw lost sight of. The people want star
not
did
. ... 8 13
Party
trial
Detroit
apconclusion
that
the
king
to
says in
how
it
know
Third
get
and
hood
Inning No runs.
they
hold them and they will come over
3 7 1
Chicago ;
unable to withstand the will have to remain in the state asy This will be shown by the majorities In
pears to-bFourth
Inning In this inning Chion
November
numbers
third
great
lum. until the Court of Appeals shall
Mullins and ThoEatteries
warlike tendencies of the people.
San
in
Miguel,
be
cago got busy. A base on balls, two
piled up
and vote for statehood,
and
decide whether he is entitled to a which will
mas;. Pfeister, Reulbach
on election
"
counties
Mora
stolen bases, two safe hits and two
and
Colfax
'
"Delegate Andrews himself, has al
hearing before a jury.
Kling.
CRETE FORMALLY DECLARES
errors, netted Chance's men a total of,
at
so
Des
day.
X
X
Moines,
Folsom,
spoken
X X XX
UNION WITH GREECE
runs. Detroit was blanked.
three
For
Fitted
Clayton and Saturday night at Nara
PRESIDENT RETIRES
3; Detroit 1,
anyone' believes that New Mexl Visa, where he received a great ova"If
Score,
Chicago
COLONEL STEWART
Canea, Island of Crete, Oct, 12. The
Fifth Inning No scores.
Game in Detail.
co and her people are not yet well tion, and the outlook in that part of
The
Cretean parliament met here today
Sith Innins Detroit scored five
enough equipped to assume the burd the territory is that the Republicans
Chicago, Oct. 12. With two defeats
and formally voted a union of the IsWashington, Oct 12. Colonel Wil en and dignity of statehood, a trip will
one
of
ln this inning on a series of hits.
runs
election
the
the
by
carry
Detroit playHam F. Qtewartwho has been In exile such as we have Just completed, would
land of Crete with Greece.
ever recorded in the chalked up against them,
and errors. Chicago was retired with
largest
majorities
at the ungarrisoned post at Fort Grant, soon dispel his illusion and show him
ed the third game of the series for out a run. Score, Detroit 6; Chicago
territory.
Arizona', has been retired from active that very citizen of ' the territory is
SOLE SURVIVOR OF FAMOUS
Great Credit Due Speakers.
the world's baseball championship 3.
SOUTHERN FAMILY DEAD service.; The report of the board alive to the vital Issues of this cam
is
"Great
due
Seventh Innins No runs.
credit
the
speakers
with Chicago this afternoon at South
which examined Colonel Stewart was
paign which will have such a marvel from the counties which we visited
Eighth Inning Detroit increased
to the president Saturday ous effect upon the destiny of the ter for the fervid manner ln which
Side Park before a large crowd. .The
Gallipolis, O., Oct. '12. Mrs.;.Ruth presented
lead ln this inning by scoring two
they
her
the
directed
rethat
and he, .Immediately
. Early Nash, a sister of General Jubal
ritory. Not only the Intelligence shown impressed upon their people the ne Chicago players were confident as a
more
runs, to Chicago none. -- Score end
Colonel be retired. Colonel Stewart,
our audiences but the poignant in cessity of voting for Andrews if .they sult of their two successive victories, of
by
Early, of the Confederate army, died
eighth, Detroit 8; Chicago 3.
of
terest manifested in the outcome, of ' wlgn to secure statehood this year, and
here last night. She was the last of who is now in thiscity, was notified
not
was
club
Ninth
any
Inning In a desperate atv
Detroit
by
but the
the President's action.
of their words fell on
the campaign and the realization
this famous Virginia family.
willing ears In- means discouraged. The weather was tempt to stem the tide of defeat and
its effect upon the future of New Mex- deed.
hoping to win out In this inning, Cap"The campaign la nearing its close chilly and overcoats and rugs were tain Chance sent Reulbach in to pitch,
ico, would have done credit to any people on the face of the earth. The peo- now, and you may say for me, that much ln evidence among the spectat but it was too late. Neither side scored
ple have a firm faith in the fact that I personally and every one interested ors.
this inning and the game ended with
without Andrews' election this yeai in the campaign have not the slightA good sized crowd was ln line ear the score 8 to 3 in favor of the Tigers.
the dream of statehood may as well he est fear of the result. New Mexico
. Sunday's Game a Pitcher's Battle.
ly, to secure tickets. By 2 o'clock the
put aside, and that with his return tOjWm give Delegate Andrews a
Chicago won Sunday's game, which
were
boxes
and
as the representative of our, gome majority and in so doing will grand v stand
DAUGHTER
was the Becond one of the world
territory, statehood is assured. This secure for herself a position of equal-wil- l filled, but there were many vac series, by a score of 6 to 1. The bat- mean handLome majorities from; ity with the states of this great United ant seats In the bleachers. The attend- - teries were
Chicago Overall and
that part of New Mexico, which in states."
Detroit Donovan and Schmidt
be
Kling;
far
fallen
ance
the
has
at
games
to deny something that former years has gone Democratic
e
Chairman Bursum said that while
Neither side scored for seven innings,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12. In an authora-tir- was impossible
for Delegate Andrews on November they had hard work, none of the party low expectations, due in a great mea both
did not exist.
statement given out here today,
pitchers being invincible. In the
3rd."
. .
sure to the cold weather. The game
felt
worse
Associated
to
any
the
talked
for
the
that
Mr.
Elkins
and
trip,
eighth innins, however. Tinker broke';
United States Senator Stephen B. ElChairman Bursum Sanguine, r
the throats of all the speakers had was not called until 2:15 o'clock.
over the long distance telephone
Press
the ice with a triple, after which DonChairman Bursum was as enthusias- - stood, the strain very well.
kins, of West Virginia, branded as un- from Elkins,: West Virginia, and was
ovan weakened. Chicago made six hits
Score By Innings.
true the alleged newspaper interview much exercised over the numerous reIn this Inning for a total of .twelve
De
First Inning As on Saturday,
six runs. In the ninth
printed yesterday; crediting his wife ports concerning the engagement of SPEAKING DATES FOR4
bases
BRYAN WILL STUMP
troit started off with a rush. O'Terry, Detroit scoring
with Baying there was no engagement his daughter which have been publishthe
scored
only run made durv
.
BRYAN ANIMOUNOtu
STATE OF NEBRASKA the first man up, hit safely, was adscore:
between Miss Katherine Elkins, and ed. .
The
the
game.
ing
Chicago, Oct. 12. Candidate Bryan
the Duke of Abruzzi, In' an emphatic "Neither in. Europe nor In America
second on a sacrifice by
to
R.H.E.
vanced
12.
W. J.
Falrview, Lincoln, Oct.
manner" Senator Elkins said neither has any announcement of the engage- will speak next Friday night in Con
6 7
on a hit by Chicago
home
and
Crawford
got
Is
tomorrow
to
Btart
15
DAnvAiBryan
In
on fVtnher
preparing
his wife nor himself could give such ment been made. There Is do engage- vontlrui hull
1
owe-,Detroit
'
two,
Omaha and on October 19 in Chicago. on & turee days' tour of his home state. .Cobb. Chicago was retired ln
.an Interview tor the simple reason it ment," he 'eaid
,
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CARLSBAD COTTON
GIN IN OPERATION

STOHI

Citizens
It

ESTABLISHED

18C6

INCORPORATED

Selkman Bros

Raised the Money to Build
Pecos Valley to Send Exhibit to Dallas Fair

AreastofrallFabrics

(Special Correspondence.)
Carlsbad, N. M Oct. 12 The cotton gin at Carlsbad has begun operation. The citizens raised the money
among themselves and built this gin
this summer for the convenience of
the cotton growers in the neighborhood of Carlsbad, the nearest gin beTAILOR MADE DEPARTMENT
d
ing twelve miles away. It is a
gin of the latest design, and Is
M
m
rOn
Well stocked with 4,750 operated by electric power furnished
by the Public Utilities company. It is
only within the last few years that
samples for Mens Suits In cotton
has been grown
all shades and colors and in this vicinity, and thiscommercially
year there
are 2,000 acres planted in cotton. The
marIn
Is
the
the best there
crop is turning out very well, and is
An5 you will have health.
Great caro should be taken of
expected to average nearly a bale to
ket at moderate prices
ones health and Ballard's
the acre for the entire acreage. SevHorehound
Syrup will cure
eral hundred acres of cotton
are
CROUP,
rows
COLDS,
of
trees
the
between
in
COUGHS,
grown
ALL
AND
BRONCHITIS
two
if
the
vou
do
to
it
past
Is
years.
orchards,
is
planted
Now Fall
here and it time
DISEASES.
PULMONARY
Experience demonstrates that cotton
haven't said Farewell to your Summer suit you
does not interfere with the growth of
Mrs. J. H. McNeil, Salt
had better. Our elegant Fall line ready for you
Lake
while
owner
it
the
the
City, Utah, writes: "I
gives
trees,
a
j ist ready to say "Hello" 10 you- Will Put
am
years old and I
some
his
eighty
returns
from
while
land
face
Horehound
wont comeoff all Winter on
smile
thank
Syrup for
he is waiting for his trees to come
cured me of coughs
having
of every man who is wise enoughl to come
into bearing.
colds and other like diseases."
here for his Fall and Winter
The Pecos Valley is planning to
Three Sizes 25c, 50c and 1.00.
send a representative exhibit to the
The exhibits
Texas fair at Dallas.
Ballard Snow Liniment Go.
from the various towns in the valley
that won so much admiration and
ST. LOUIS, MO.,
praise at the Interstate Exposition and
for
for
$20.00
$17.50
$25.00
$20.00 Suit
territorial fair at Albuquerque
will
$30.00 for $25.00
be used as a nucleus. The Eddy county
Sold and Recommended by
exhibit was awarded the Hearst TroThis offer is limited qet on quick. We
BY ALL ORUGGIST3.
phy for the best county exhibit in a
need not to mention fit or workmanAricompetition in which California,
ship. Our reputation speaks for itselfzona, Utah, Colorado and New Mexico Vanderford wen? united In marriage
and Chaves count got second place. at Albuquerque on October 7th. Miss
These exhibits were complete in the Vanderford owns a farm near Moriar-ty- ,
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.?
and has, until recently, been emway of farm and orchard products.
MONEY TO LOAN
The matter of preparing the exhibit ployed at the Valley Hotel in Estancia.
On notes, diamonds and Jewelry as ow as $10 and as high is 1200.
.'for the Dallas fair is being consider Mr. Norman i.9 employed in the Es
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates ar
ed by the Commercial Clubs of Ros-wel- tancia railroad shops. The young peo
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
Carlsbad and other ple have a lame circle of friends who
Artesia,
towns In the valley.
wish them a happy voyage on the
sea.
matrimonial
at SALMON Store
DAN CUPID BUSY
IN ESTANCIA VALLEY
How's This?

aJMWEAIIOUK
Young Mens & Boys

The iSecreH of old
age is Health Uj?e

SUJTS
WE CARRY THEM IN ALL
THE NEWEST PATTERNS

BALLAKU5
HOREHOUND

&

STYLES,

enfc

SYRUP

Buy a suit for the boy
until you look over our
stock then compare
PRICES

B

the

LUIVIt tAKLY

Suit
AND PICK YOUR
FIRFT CHOICE

QUALITY.

&

VP

SCHOOL

U

SHOES

Good Wearers .'at Me-

dium Prices.
P. O. Box 219.
For

Half a

Century

Phone No.

-o- -T

tbe Leading

Dry Goods Honsa in

86.

tin City.

EconomyinFuel
Appearance

l,

Win. FAfAH
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Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a COLES air

"

We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
Dan Cupid seems to be getting In ward for
any case of Catarrh that
Ua work in the Estancia Valley, judg cannot be cured
Phone 108.
by Hall's Catarrh
Phone 108.
ing by the numerous weddings that Cure.
store im Santa Fa.
The largest and the only
are taking place there. The following
F. J. CHENEY & CO.
are reported for last week:
Toledo, O.
Bivins-LeWe, the undersigned have known F.
Jesse Pevlns and Miss Rosa Lee, J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
young people of Estancia, were united believe him perfectly honorable In all
THEY NEVER GO OUT
in marriage last Monday by Elder W. business transactions and
financially
D. Wasaon of the Church of Christ. able to
carry out any obligations made
'
The young people are well known by his firm.
THE ORIGINAL
COLES
COLES
throughout the valley and have many
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
friends who wish them a happy life.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Downdraft
and
only
Absolutely
Magazine for
Spore-LyonHall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internAir
Air
Hard Cold
Tight
Tight
A very quiet wedding occurred at ally, acting
directly upon the blood
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. S. and mucous surfaces of the system.
miles ast Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
Spore, three and one-hal- f
The above cuts represent the neaIestaproach,
of Estancia Tuesday of last week, per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
when their eldest daughter, Nannie
Take Hall's Family Pills for
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
Elizabeth, wag joined in holy matrimarket in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
mony to D. W. Lyon, by Rev. W. A.
in securing the agency for this line and respect
The New Mexican Printing comPratt, "the marrying parson," pastor
I
:- -:
:- -:
of the Methodist church. Only the im- pany has prepared civil and criminal
fully invite inpection of same. Owing to the fact
mediate family of the bride was pres- dockets especially for the use of jusof
having purchased heavily. We are in position
ent and some of her uncle's family who tices of the peace. They are especial
;
to
make exceedingly low prices.
live on an adjoining claim. Will Lyon, ly ruled, with printed headings, in
is a graduate of the Gem City Bus! either Spanish or English,
made of
ness College, of Quincy, Illinois, and good record paper, strongly and durtook up his residence in the Estancia ably bound with leather back and
valley from his home in Missouri, al- covers and canvas sides, have full
most two years ago, most of which Index In front and the fees of justices
time he has been in the employ of the of the peace and constables printed
The pages
Hughes Mercantile company of Es- in full on the first page.
Inches. These books are
tancia and Morlarty, Miss Nannie set- are 10
tled in the valley with her parents, made up in civil and criminal dockets,
upwards of two years ago, they being separate of 32 pages each, or with
some of the numerous Newkirk, Okla- both civil and criminal bound In one
DIAMONDS
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40. m homa citizens.
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
M
Norman-Vanderforcriminal. To introduce them they are
ICeuavufect-cixof
Oscar Norman and Miss Carrie offered at the following prices:
RIGHT PRICES
Taatea" and
A IT
Ey
Civil or Criminal
$2.75
1
1
v
iwi
RIGHT
GOOtt
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
Plttm. Bu
For anything and everything appertaining to Printiii or Binding
For 45 cents additional for a single
-RIGHT SERVICE
Data M.thod.
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
CUT GL.A83, CHINA AND SIVERWAftE.
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
848 8an Francisco Street, 8anta Pa, N. M.
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted.
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JEWELERY
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CALL AJiD SEC FOR YOURSELF

8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-rate-

d

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

true dinm. We think of DypPl.
Heertbum. and Indigestion
ml dlteuM, ret The New Mexican Printing company
they are lymptomi only of a eerteln ttedflo Is prepared to furnish cards da vlte
Nerve ilckneas nothing elee.
on short
for ladies and for
It wm thU fact that flnt oorreotly led Dr. Snoop notice in first class gentlemen
reasonable
at
style
b the creation of that now very popular Stomach 1
rices, either engraved or printed.
Eemedy Dr. Bhoop'i Restorative. Going direct
to the itomach turret, alone brought that (doom, Call at the New Mexican
and favor to Dr. Bhoop and hit Restorative. Without that original and highly vital principle, no
inch lasting accomplishments were erer to be had,
It Is an admitted fact that real esFor stomach distress, bloating, biliousness, bad
breath and sallow complexion, try Dr. Bhoop'i tate, financial men and merchants all
Restorative Tablet or Liquid and see for your- say that quickest and best remiltsare
self what It can and will da We Nil and chee
obtained by advertising
the New
tolly
Mexican.

S. Spitz

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER.

Sheep's

EuOstorotiuQ
The Ireland

fHUDMJTS
IS

...

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

V
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Dr.

Goods.

mn
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In Itself

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

WATCHES

Z0OKS PHARMACY

Pharmacy.

TRY THIS FOR DESERT.
Dissolve, one package of any flavored
0
in one pint of boiling water. When
conRealed, beat until light adding
partly
one cup whipped cream and six crushed
maocaroons. Whip all togeher thoroughly
and pour it into a mold or bowl. Whe
cool. It will Jellify and may be seoved with
cream or any good pudding sauce.
whipped
The JELL-- 0 costs 10c. per package and can
be obtained at any good grocer's.

SEPT.

JEliL--

WFOR

PARTIOULARS
ADDKK8S

J

1st.

BROTHER HERMES,
PRESIDKNT

K

Jf

TOILET ARTICLES
& PERFUMERY
Talcum Powder, Cold Cream Liquid Green Soap, Almond Meal, Violet
Sec Toilet Water, Extreme Violet Toilet Water and Assorted Etracts.

J

MONDAY,

TIME TABLE ALL LINESJ

More Than Enough is Too Much.

To maintain health, a mature man

or woman needs just enough food to Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Com. t.
i
i.
.n j
aimi huuuiyi euci cv auu
wasie
icuaii lub
plied According to 8cedule of

0J0 CAUEfiTE f(0T SPRINGS.

CONTAINS
NO MERCURY

Thee celebrated Hot Springs are located in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
In Effect.
miles west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Medicines containing Mercury are often given to persons suffering with Taos, and fifty miles north of 8anta
CENTRAL.
Contagious Blood Poison, and so powerful is the action of this
that it Fe, and about twelve miles from
leaves Santa Fe frequently removes the symptoms in a short while, and shuts drug
the disease
8tatlon, on the Denver and Rio
in the system to do greater damage to the delicate internal members. Grande Railroad, from which point a
tip
arrives In Santa When, however, the treatment is left off, the disease
always returns, and the dally line of stage runs to the springe.

-

o

Trains Now
body heat. The habitual consumption
of more food than is necessary for
NEW MEXICO
these purposes la the prime cause of
stomach troubles, rheumatism and dis- No. 1. Southbound,
1:20 p. m.
orders of the kidneys. If troubled with
indigestion, revise your diet, let rea- - No. 2. Northbound,
olnA nif n nnnMf n tnfi1 an1 'o r r
onn UUU
Feat 5:55 p.m.
patient finds that his health has been injured by this powerful mineral, and
UWb
vunv
WUV1VI
1
-. i
t
i
i i t
he is often left with weak stomach, disturbed digestion, mercurial rheumaa icw uuses
ui oaamoermm g rti.
sioiuuuu
tism, etc. The action of S. S. S. is entirely different. It contains no
and Liver Tablets and you will soon
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
Mercury, nor any other harmful drug, but is made entirely of healing,
.
be a'l right again. For sale by all
Fe
No. 426 Eastbound, leaves Santa
cleansing roots and herbs. It cures Contagious Blood Poison by removing
B
at 10:45 a. m.
the virus from the blood. It searches out every particle of the poisou
No. 425 --Westbound, arrives In Santa
and does not leave the least trace for future outbreaks.
S. S. S., in
m.
3:40
Fe
p.
addition to curing the disease, builds up and strengthens every part of the
Beew
Famous
body. Its fine tonic effects tone up the stomach and digestion, improve the
ATCHISON, TOPEKA 4 SANTA FE. appetite and regulate the entire system. Home treatment book containing
valuable information about the different stages of the disease and any
Lamy Branch.
medical advice desired sent free to all who write.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
Sole Agent for
8:25 a. m.
No. 720
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
LOUIS
BEER'
LEMP'S ST.
7:40 p.m.
No. 724
Am All Kmei l Mineral Water.
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
ENGINEERS INSPECT
11:10 a. m.
No. 721
m.
6:50
NOTES
p.
TERRITORIAL NEWS
No. 723
IRRIGATION PROJECT
10:55 p. m.
No. 725
Any Flavor oti Deelr.
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and 2,
(Special Correspondence.)
aN Orson
"Order Filled tor Any AMeset.
Officials of the Reclamation
Service
east, and No. 3, Limited, west, at J
reduc.
will Receive Proast Aiteetiee.
are
county
Official Tour of the
Making
by
a9
Po"te
No. T'connects with No. 1, west, at lnf thflr
Pecos Valley.
Phone 3&
anticipation of an unfavorable
Iwlnter
season.
Montezuma Avenue.
-Iata Fe. H. B. No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
..,M , Carlsbad, X. M., Oct. 12. The chief
No. 724 connects with Nos.
of the Reclamation
Service,
- convention has been called to meet at engineer
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8, eastv.
Artnur
kouls u. Hill, superfor
17th
October
the
purEstancia,
iavis,
bound.
pose of nominatins candidates for the vising engineer and W. M. Read, district engineer for New Mexico, are
various county offices.
Main Line Via Lamy.
E. making a tour of the various reclama
A. Turner, D. L. Meyers,
A.
No. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy Meyers, J. J. Haserman, John W. Poe, tion projects in New Mexico. The first
to Albuquerque to discharge passen- - e. A. Cahoon. E. P. Ripley, J. E. Hur-ger- s days of the last week were spent on
from Santa Fe.
ley, J. C. Paul and J. N. Freeman the Rio Grande project, where they
went over the site of the big dam at
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m., were
directors of the
will not wait for No. 2 from the C08 valley and Northeastern Railroad Engle, which will be under construcwest at Lamy, waiting only for No. ' company at the annual election held tion as soon as the railroad from En10 from the south, and No. 3 from agt week at R0Sweu,
gle to the dam is completed. They
the east
Word has been received by the sec- also spent some time at the Leasburg
retary of the Willard Townsite and diversion dam near Las Cruces, and
in the lower El Paso valley, where
The New Mexican Printing company Improvement company that the patent
additional work of construction will
the
of
to
acres
the
Willard
and
sale
forty
for
has ready and
begin soon. From here they went to
correct compilations of the territorial townsite, concerning which
the Hondo Project near Roswell and
e
have
so
of
been
75
ings
pending
cents,
long
laws, price
territorial road laws, ippTice 50 fore the interior department at Wash-cents- , spent a day going over this project.
and of the territorial mining ington, is now in the United States The engineers arrived here Saturday
and will spend two or three
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These land office at Santa Fe, and that it will morning,
over the works and inin
days
going
In
per- be only a matter of a few days until
can be purchased by applying
son or by mall at the office of the it is placed on record and all question vestigating improvements and extenas to completeness of title to lots on sions of the project. Accompanying
company.
that part of the townsite will be de- the reclamation engineers are a numcided forever. It will be a good thing ber of foreign engineers, Lourence
for the lot owners as well as for the Baeta Neves, of Brazil, Tulio Larrin-ago- ,
of Porto Rico; Carlos Camacho,
townsite company. The lot owner can
New Mexico Military Institute
be fully satisfied that his title is per- of Chile, and others who are here to
fect, and the owners of the townsite investigate irrigation and reclamation
&
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
for their respective governments.
will no doubt sell more lots.
Southwest."
of
the
"The West Point
drUg-igistS-

The

Falstaff

HENRY KRICK
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Bar-anc-

The temperature

of

these waters.

o

Is

'eet alkalln Hot Springe

In the worla.
The efficiency of theee waters has
been thoroughly tested by the mlrao
ulous cures attested to In the following diseaies:. Paralysis, Rheumztlsm

Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur-ia- l
Affectlone, 8crofula, Catarrh, La
etc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and waits
for 8anta Fe train upon request Thle
retort Is attractive at all seasons and
is open all winter. Paesengers for Ojo
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., thr
same day. For further particulars ar

from 90 to 122 degrees. The gates are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate
ery dry and delightful the entire year
round. Ther Is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Con
sumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. These
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alka
line salts to the gallon, being the rich- - dress:

J
ANTONIO JOSEPH, Proprietor.
M
Taos
Olo
Caliente,

County.

N-

-

SODA WATER,

"

t.

Pe-an-

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts of the World.

All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexicr.
and all Foreign Countrie?.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

.

proceed-Incorporatio-

J. D. BARNES, Aaent

n

be-th-

,

"

Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Umy Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for College or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the 'West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Offlcers.and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W.
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W.

J

W'

Plenty of It Has Been Done
Here in Santa Fe.

Right

Cures that last are cures that tell.
To thoroughly know the virtues of a
medicine you must Investigate" V the
cures and see if they prove permanent Doan'p Kidney Pills stand this
test, and plenty of proof exists right
here in Santa Fe. People who testified
years ago to relief from backache, kidney and urinary disorders, now declare
that relief was permanent and the
cure perfect. How can any Santa Fe
sufferer longer doubt the evidence?
Thomas Quintana, living on San
St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I
Miguel
A Filyan
as strong In Tmy praise of
am
Illustrated
just
and
catalogue
For particulars
Doan's
Kidney Pills today as I was five
address.
'
when they cured my wife
years
ago
COL. JAB. W. WILL80N,
of backache, which at times annoyed
Superintendent
M 'her greatly. The use of three boxes
w of Doan's Kidney Pills procured at Ire- land's drug store completely rid her
Bl 'of this trouble and during the time
which has passed, she has had no occasion to use any medicine for disord
ered kidneys."
For sale by all druggists. Price 50
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents. Foster-MllburNew York, sole agents for the United

OUR FLAG
OTTO RETSCH,
,

n

Pfoprietot

FALSTAFF BOTTLED BEEK.
ANY QUANTITY FROM A PINT

'JV',

UPj'TTTT

fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
SANTA FE
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

:

N M

;

CORRICK CARRIAGE
:

WORK THAT TELLS.

Haek

,

CO.

lus StUn

120 San Francisco
Call dp

1

32 Black for Carriages.

TITT,T,.jmiiiii ii i i i

i i i
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"Elastls" Bookcass
the original anrf only perfect sectional bookcase
made. The doors are

non-bindin- g,

dust-proo-

f,

oper-- 1

dte on roller bearings, and

positively cannot get out
of order. Bases furnished
with or without drawers,
e Call' and see them, or
send for catalog No. 105
New Mexlcar
By the
Local
Company,
Printing

agents. Santa

FF., N. M.

States.
Remember the name Doan s
take no other.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

The New Mexican Printing company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They ar especial
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound with leather back and
covers and canvas sideu, have full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
a full on the first page.
The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate cl 32 pages each or with
both civil and criminal bound In one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To Introduce them they are
offered at the following prices:
Civil or Criminal
$2.75
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order.
State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading la wanted.

Why Colds Are Dangerous.
Because you have contracted ordln
arv colds and recovered from them
without treatment of any kind, do not
for a moment Imagine that colds are
not dangerous. Everyone knows tnat
chronic catarrh
and
pneumonia
their origin in a common
have
co!d. Consumption Is not caused by a
cold but the cold prepares the system
for the reception and development of
the germs that would not otherwise
have found lodgment. It is the same
with all lnfectuous disease. Diphtheria,
scarlet fever, measles and whooping
cough are much more likely to be con
tracted when the child has a cold. You
will see from this that more real dan
ger lurks in a cold than in any other
of the common ailments. The easiest
and quickest way to cure a co'd is to
take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy.
The many remarkable cures effected
by this preparation have made it a
staple article of trade over a large part
of the world, For sale by all druggists.

3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, 60c; Money's Di
gest Of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.60; full list school blanks.

The, seals and record books for no
taries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing sompany, Santa Fe. New Mexico.

Eneraved cards Qe vlste and wed
ding invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one standing in need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine samThe New Mexican Printing
'
has on hand a large supply of ples, style of work and orices.
pads and tablets suitable for school
Legal blanks both English and
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants: good everywhere. We Spanish for sale by the New Mexican
will sell them at S cents in book form. Printing company.
com-pan-

Lin.

::::

8. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROliTE.

U.

Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Agents for the Bulck, Pope Toledo,
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa
Fe and all points in the Estancla Val
ley and western New Mexico.
Automobiles leava Roswell dally at
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Railway
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M.
at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving

hours between
Passengers over
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passengers. Courteous and expert Chauffeurs Ju charge of every Car. Seats
reserved on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso ft Southwestern Ky,
or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
30

Mexico.

Laggage allowance 60 lbs. Any
amount of Baggage can be carrier'
by notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCKARD

Manager.

Rdblbe? Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
USING RUBBER
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
DEAL OF TIME.
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

Fifty Years a Blacksmith.
Samuel R. Worley, of Hixburg, Va.,
has been shoeing horses for more than
fifty years. He says: "Chamberlain's
Fain Balm has given me great relief
from lame back and rheumatism. It is
the best liniment I ever used." For
sale by all druggists.

Herewith are some TKtrgains offeree
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, f 1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets $2.25;
full leather. $3: Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each; New
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.

nexlcan Wares aod Uorios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Boat of Everything In Our

the best binderies in the West

Connection mfde with Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
mrnmnhile leaves Torrance for llos- well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at, 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and ar
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
between Santa Fe and Torrance Is
$5.80 and between Torrance and Ros
well. $10. Reserve seats on automo
bile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manager
Automobile Line.

m

Indian

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities fo rturning oui
and every class of work, including one "1
"

an Francisco Streoft.

627

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, not over 2 2 Inches ong
Each additional line on same stamp, 10o.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3 2 inchee long
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15a.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 Inchee long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per Inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
.

,

ISo

.

One-lin- e

........

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Inch Inch In
Where type used Is over one-haInch or fraction.
line for each one-ha- lf
V'.''VDATES, ETC.
lf

siz,

''';:;

20c.
25o.

ISo.
.

we charge for one
;

...........

. . . ...
Local Dater any town and date for
in
vear
and
div
nit.iwmnnth.
......
,
i
Regular line Dater
Deflnance Model Band Caicr
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS.
25 cents; 2
15
2x3
cento; 2
12, 10 cente;

50o

i.m

.50
.35

...........

Fac-Smi-

.1.50

le

SELF-INKIN-

1.50
1.50

G

M,

4,

35

14, 50 cents;
FOR 1YPE SPECIMENS

cente;

3

4

2,

75

cents.

ADDKESS

J1E7 rEXICA)l PRIJiTlflG
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

.

CO.

,
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SAXTA
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'y.Treas.
Editor.:

MAX. FROST,

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Postofflce.
Daily, six months, by

mail... ...

3.75
2.00

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

FEW. MEXICAN SANTA. FE, ,N. M.

nee if New Mexico Is to be admitted
to the union.
"There is no question that Mr. Andrews with his influence among the
members of the Pennsylvania delegation and other members of Congress
an
can do more towards
securing
act,
equitable and prompt enabling
than any man New Mexico could send
to Congress at this time.'
"There is also no question that to
send Mr. Larrazolo to Congress would
at the very
be to defeat statehood
moment it was obtainable and to set
the territory back fifty years. In other
words the statehood fight would have
to be fought over again.
"Mr. Andrews has a strong record
of achievement in Congress and it is
on!y fair to suppose that what he has
done is but an Index to what he can
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ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW-

MAX

FROST

Attorney-at-Ls-

New Mexico

Santa Fa

Attornoy and Counselor at Law
Practices In all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court
Office: Laughlin Elk., Santa Fe, N. M.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN
w

New Mexico
A. W. POLLARD

Las Cruces
v

12,

190ff."

DAVID M. WHITE, C. E. ,
Herewith are some bargains off ere
(Late Territorial Engineer.)
by the New Mexican Printing Com-- I
Railroad nnnv fVula nf PJiHl XmntAnra f thai
Irrigation, Water Supp
and Bridge Building.
sneep
imiiwij ui iMiir mwvu,
. New Mexico
Santa Fe,
bound, 1J papej bound, 75cj;Missourt
Pleading forms,, f&j : Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for f 10; AdaptE. W. HART
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of
Architect
Plans, specifications and supervlt-ion- . New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903
Address: Rooms 6 and 6 Pioneer English and Spanish pamphlets, f .25;
full leather, $3;
Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Building.
Pocket
Docket,
single, $1.25;
East Las Vegas,
New Mexico
two or more books, $1 each;
Supreme Court Reports, Nos..
JOHN K. STAUFFER
3 and 10 Inclusive $3. SO each; Compll
Notary Public
atlon Corporatioa Laws, 75c; CompilaOffice with the New Mexican Printtion Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Di- .
ing Company.
gest of New Mexico Reports, full
Santa Fe

,

r

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney-at-La-

OCTOBER

MONDAY,

Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico
Deming
EDWARD C. WADE.

'

.

New-Mexic-

-

New Mexico sheep, $6.50; full

list school blanks..

For Chronic Dlarrnoea.
"While in the army of 18G3 I was:
acute
Successfully treats
and taken with chronic diarrhoea," says
Attorney-at-Lachronic
diseases
Diswithout
Practices in the Supreme and
drugs or George M. Felton, of South Gibson, Pa.
medicines.
No
for
in
consulta "I have since tried many remedies but
of
charge
the
the
Courts
trict
Territory,
Probate Courts and before the U. S. tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenua. without any permanent relief until Mr.
Hours:
m..
d. m. 'Phone 1Kb. A. W. Miles of this " place persuaded
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
me to try Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Offices.
The New Mexican Printing com- and Diarrhoea Remedy, one bottle of
New Mexico
Las Cruces,
pany will do vour Job work with neat- which stopped it at once." For sale by
E. C. ABBOTT
ness and dispatch.
all druggists.
Attorney-at-LaPractice in the District and SuPrompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention .jiven to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

Per President William Howard Taft, of Ohio
James Schoolcraft Sherman, of New York
For
and will do In the future.
"
Congress W. H. Andrews.
For Delegate to Sixty-firs- t
"Mr. Larrazolo has no CongressionFor Member of Council From Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties T. B. Catron al record nor any other record which
For Member of the House From Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties E. A. Miera is likely to assist him in securing the
support of Congress to measures for
ATTENTION SANTA FE COUNTY HEARST'S MORAL OBTUSENESS. the benefit of New Mexico.
VOTERS.
"About all that can be said for LarMany of the metropolitan newspa
The New Mexican, daems it the duty pers of the country, while not at all razolo is that he is a very good speakof this paper to call the attention of condoning the conduct of U. S. Sena- er when his campaign managers tell
A. B. RENEHAN
all legal voters in the Sunshine Terri- tor J. B. Foraker, and Governor C. N. him what to say. Mr. Andrews is not
Attorney-at-Lahe
is
on
conneca
their
the contrary,
speaker, but
tory to the fact that they must be duly Haskell, of Oklahoma, or
in the Supreme and DisPractices
reof
with
Oil
tion
who
worker
a
and
Standard
the
results
it
book
gets
company
registered in the resistration
trict
Courts;
Mining and Land Law a
the precinct in which they reside inr and the combinations that evidently quires only a cursory examination of specialty. Office in Catron block.
has
done
see
to
existed between certain members of his record
that he
order to cast their ballot at the
New Mexico
for New Mexico as delegate ' to Santa Fe,
election on November 3rd. r The the U. S. Senate and House of Repre-'morEASLEY
F.
CHARLES
registration books are now open and sentatives with the tough corporations, Congress than any man she ever sent
(Late' Surveyor General.)
Larrazolo does not
the judges of registration are ready to nevertheless condemn and that very to. Washington.
Attorney-at-Laentitled
in
voters
course
There
the
the
R.
W.
figure
present campaign.
strongly
pursued by
place the names of all
Land
and
Mining business a specunder the law to cast their votes on Hearst,, chairman of the national com- is only one issue Andrews and state-thialty.
are:
jmittee of the Independence League, hood. A vote against the one, is a
books. The qualifications
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
A man must be a native or naturalized and originator and principal promoter vote against the other."
B.
BARBER.
GEORGE
citizen of the United States, a resi- of the Independence party.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
One of the most powerful editorials
dent of the territory six months, of
NEW MEXICO NUGGETS.
Practice in the District Court end
of
the
and
and
in
condemnations
this respect apthe county three months
The El Paso Herald, the most pro- Supreme
Courts of the Territory.
wmm
me
1JCaicu icucuuj
ivansas
voting precinct umiy
jiiy gressive and influential paper in the Prompt attention given to all busi
to
Journal, which is certainlj to the Pass
lng election is of such importance
City, pays New Mexico's resour- ness.
the people of the Sunshine Territory point and contains sound and correct ces, fruits and agricultural products, Lincoln
New Mexico
County,
that no man entitled to vote should reasoning and remarkably clear judg-fai- l the following deserved compliments,
W.
FRANK
CLANCY
to register and go to the polls on ment. The Journal is of the opinion which are readable and will certainly
Attorney-at-Laelection aay una ta&i. "
ouamuumnsi uai. uib juuuvb ui ir,
enjoyed by the people of New
District
For Second Judic
Attorney
ever
was
Hearst
in
than
before,
securing the Foraker Mexico:
large vote, greater
District.
In the District
Practices
ial
will show the people or tne united ana Arcnooia letters, that the matter
Mesilla valley took so many Court and the Supreme Court of the
,"The
of
doing so was despicable and dksStates, the national administration
also before the United
agricultural and horticultural preand the members of the Congress, that honest. The Journal's dagger is sharp miums at the Albuquerque fair that Territory;
Court in Washington.
States
Supreme
the claim that is now beins made that and keen and is driven to the hilt of it will take an expert accountant to Albuquerque,
New Mexico
New Mexico has increased in popula- Hearst's political
body. Says the total them up. And she entered the
AND
HOLT
SUTHERLAND
tion during the past two years, is ab- Journal:
competition against such states as
Attorneys-at-Lasame
to
the
will
"One of the most extraordinary fea- Utah and California, too."
prove
solutely true; it
Practice in the District Courts as
authorities and to the people of the tures of this extraordinary campaign
well as before the Supreme Court of
Sunis the spectacle presented by Will'am
country that the people of the
"New Mexico never had such a big the Territory.
shine Territory, regardless Of party, R. Hearst in going over the country
Las Cruces
New Mexico
as this ye?r. There is no
are anxious for statehood and for
exposing and denouncing other men's crop
MARK B, THOMPSON
The success of the Re- moral obliquities by means of letters in the prosperity of that
Attorney-at-Lapublican party ticket from Delegate which are admittedly stolen. The reDistrict
Attorney Eighth District,
"New Mexico grows apples as big Dona
Andrews down, will bring to New ceiver .of stolen goods is as bad as the
Lincoln and Otero coun
Ana,
Mexico the passage of the bill for an thief who steals them, and good mor as Illinois pumpkins and millet as tall ties.
enabling act, now pending in the Six- alists everywhere will say that under 'as New York skyscrappers. Can's help Las Cruces,
New Mexico
tieth Congress and introduced by Dele the circumstances Hearst is playing a but be prosperous. Nature had a hand
HARVIE
DUVAL.
gate Andrews, , the provisions of much more, contemptible part in ac- in the makinz of New Mexico."
''
'
Attorney-at-Lawhich will brins ;the greatest finan- knowledging the " possession of these
Land, Mining and Corporation Law excial and many other benefits to the letters, and in his brazen assumption
"As the little boy remarked: 'God
of virtuous indignation while reading forgot the rain when he made New clusively. Practice In all the District
people.
Courts and
Court. Special at
The ,New Mexican has repeatedly them to the public than the men who Mexico and Arizona,' but he did not tention to Supreme
titles and organperfecting
conwrote
most
In
them.
fact, the
given these benefits and the people
forget the rivers and man is making izing and financing land and mining
ought to know them. In this, county spicuous 'exposure' of the whole cam- them take the place of the rain. With properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
and city especially the property own paign is of Hearst himself. That a God and man now working together, Santa Fe,
New Mexico
ers, the business men, the citizens. man with the slightest pretensions to the region is a world beater."
M. DOUGHERTY
H.
every resident whether wealthy or respectability could voluntarily put
Attorney-at-Lapoor, will be greatly benefited by the himself in such a position is almost
"In Arizona and New Mexico they
in the Supreme aad
Practices
XV..."'
Mr.
If
Hearst real
of the two common
are
wiu6 ;uu ui uie great, uuuuea mil incomprehensible.
Courts
of the Territory. Office:
speaking
road debt and other county debts with izes the vileness of his act, he con- wealths as states, and it is well, for Socorro,
New Mexico
their delinquency funds and which as victs himself of an extreme degree of another year will see both represented
AND
CATRON
GORTNER
doesn't
If
he
real in the blue field of Old
soon as it happens will increase the cynical effrontry.
Glory. Both
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
valuation of every bit of property, no ize his position, he stands convicted the old parties have awakened to the
Office: Catron Block
matter where located, fifty to one by his own act of moral obtusenes's. wonders of the two territories."
Santa
New Mexico
Fe,
overcome
us
and
such
'Can
hundred and more per cent. That is,
things be,
.
. .
L. O. FULLEN
exto
summer
like
fail
a
and
cloud,'
uiai xne nouse ana mnas or a man
"Livestock prices are better in the
Attofney-a-Lanow valued at $100, will be worth two cite universal disgust?
District
West
are
as
than
for
Cattle
val
Ninth District,
years.
Attorney
hundred dollars when the statehood "When we see such calm, cool asOffice over First National Bank.
uable as gold nuggets."
bill passes.
surance as this we cease to wonder
New Mexico
uoswell,
The people of this city and county that the man who by insinuation and
WILLIAM
M'KEAN
"Silver City may well feel proud
for the coming election especially, inunendo at least suggested the marAttornej
should lay aside all political and per tyred McKiniey's assassination could when Grant county, of which she has
Mining una Land Law.
eonal considerations and vote for their aspire to the chair which the gentle the honor of being the county seat,
Taos,
New Mexico
own best interests viz: For statehood McKin!ey so well adorned.
Beside took first prize for the best county
C. W. G. WARD.
mineral exhibit at the Albuquerque
and for Delegate Andrews as well as such an exhibition of yellowness
for the Republican county ticket.
conduct is blameless and Bry- fair, In competition with the entire Territorial District Attorney for San
process should be taken an's
becomes a West. None of those Grant county peo Miguel and Mora counties.
disingtenuousness
lMa Vegas
New Mexico
of
thefvoters
by
every county and ev trivial slip from the straight and nar- pie are In the graveyard class."
ery other consideration but the one row path. It is not as if this obliquity
M. C. MECHEM.
of obtaining statehood should be put of moral vision on Hearst's
CURIOUS PUBLIC QUESTION.
part proAttorney-at-Law- ,
aside.
ceeded from a lack of education or
Questions which never entered the
The New Mexican in this pase is evil environments.
New Mexico
Mr. Hearst is a minds of the Tramers of the constitu- Tucumcari,
working much, harder for the benefit rich man's son and he received all the tion and of the
men who were Jesse G. Northcutt
great
C. J. Roberts.
of the entire people of New Mexico and benefits of
and of refined as- present at the birth of this coun- for theacquisition of, statehood than sociations culture,
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS.
that unlimited wealth could try are now assuming public im- it is fo Its party. This, of course, it is command. He ' has
Attorneys at Law.
enjoyed a college portance and it must be admitted that
In dutybound to a reasonable degree.
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
educatior and ' the companionship of some of them are rather hard to hanSanta; Fe will be the capital of the the flower of
youth, and die. The following editorial from the Colorado.
new state of New Mexico, will inhis alma mater, Harvard, is noted for Wichita,
(Kansas,) Beacon in this
crease
in
H. R. PUTNAM
population,
business, making a
of teaching a high matter is regarded as unique. The edspecialty
wealth valuation of property and will sense of
Court Commissioner and
honor. However, it may be itorial reads:
U..S.
be one of the most sought after citto expect fine
Conveyancer.
A rather
condition arose ln
ies of the United States. It has the unreasonable after all,
sensibilities in a young man who has
Hatf
nn
Locns
and Real Estate.
Vf.
climate and other conditions to make it
spent ten millions in establishing yelso, and it needs nothing now except low
New Mexico,
"Mrs. Julia Seaton Sears, president Texico,
and who drew his salary
the, action of the people on election and journals,
of the New Thought church and
information
Corpespondents
asking
a
as
congressman,
perquisites
the little
day next, in voting for statehood and when, if memorv serves ns rleht. he school headed
squad concerning the Territory of New Mex
for Andrews to make this city what waa tiraconl at Tt.f nna fr.ll .oil dnrino- Of WOmen, At tllO first booth they
" MO jl.VOVUIj til. uut v.I 1UI1 VU1I UU.l..ico,' promptly answered.
ought.to be. The city is healthy, hig entire tem of office
visneu mi s. oeara demanded of a
u Bpienum piaue or residence, magchairman, Peter D. Finney, that she
"
'
W. A. FLEMING JONES.
niflcent health resort, interesting tour- be allowed tc register on the ground
t town and the capital of the soon wvtKNUK
'Bonds and Investments.
ukky's tuuKAiit that she has three times voted for
ous opinion on
tA be great state.
and
in
that
the
Colorado,
S.
Commissioner
U.
for the Third
president
hood.
fourteenth amendment to the United Judicial District of New Mexico.
The fact that New Mexico ought to states constitution prohibits
Very cogent and straight reasoning
any Las
New Mexico.
Cruces,
why Delegate Andrews should be have statehood at an early date and state from taking away the rights o!
Eastern and local bank references.
elected ,,and Larrazolo put to the rear, that every citizen no matter of what the citizen of another state..
Is found in the following, editorial condition in life, no matter where
..The QuestIon that presents itself
CONY T. BROWN
or ia tnis. I Mrgi gearg a a resident of
from .the Raton Range, published in born,, no matter whether wealthy
seat
of
and
be
benefited
is
will
Mining Engineer.
county
ful Colorado, what right has she to registhe thriving
lively
poor,;
thereby,
the ly believed by the best citizens of the ter in New York?
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexi
Says
growing Colfax county.
'
co School of Mines.
Sunshine Territory. The case In point
,
.Range:.''
''
.v.'v'
"If she is now a resident of 'New Socorro,
Now Mexico
chances
Mr.
Governor
is
of
the
going
. "Wit$
Bryan's
opinion
George York how can she claim that her
New
York
S.v
and
In
other
is
which
treated
in
editorially
Curry
glimmering'
DUVAL,
H,
as a citizen of Colorado are
Civil Engineer,
eastern!; states, there Is now no hope the right direction by the Albuquer rights
v
or influence for Mr. Lar- que Citizen. This paper says:
Thirty-fivfor
years' experience ln all
"Governor Curry's statement at Las'
"
razolo. Tie might represent Larrazolo,
branches of Civil Engineering and
"
but he cannot represent New "Mexico Vegas that if he thought Larrazolo' A bitter and uncompromising Dem-o- Surveying.
of Southern Associaher people. Mr. Andrews has shown cou!d secure statehood for New Mexi- ocratic yellow sheet in the Duke City
in- co sooner than Andrews, he would be does not like Governor George Curry tion of Civil Engineers and ten years
has
he
that
achievements
his
by
He is too patriotic a State Engineer of Florida. No charge
fluency and be can accomplish much supporting Larrazolo, indicates more a "leedle bit."
that controls the for consultation.
Mr.
for
the
citizen
vote
necesfor
,
the
A
than
gang
else,
plainly
anything
good for the territory.
' '
N. M.
Box
Z2i
Santa
Fe,
lty of electing the Republican noml- sheet.
Andrews Is a vote for statehood."
t
Vic-Preside-
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RUFUS J. PALEN, President
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President
ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,
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Assistant Cashier
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Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches. f Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal
and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers.. Buys and sella domestic and foreign
exchanga' and
makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms ae are given by any money
transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or
time. ' Liberal

year's
consignments of livestock and products. The bsnk
mecutea all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and alnca'to
xtend to them as liberrl treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with safety and the principles of sound banking. 8afety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully solicited.
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One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine And fable Service Unexcelled
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Prices are Reasonable
Ever thing in the season
K. O. Meats always on hand
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Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We

make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINTING aad ENLARGING. Mill Order Given Promt
...
Bena lor Catalogue,
MOWLANO 4 DIWI7 COMPANY,
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The having
Habit
If you are trinity, you have some

your money left over.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. "What if it does only amount
re
to a few dimes or nickels a
are going to be a great
and nickels will
dimes
and
life!
in
these
many days your
into
sum.
a
grow
good large
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.
of

day-the-

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALL THIS?
Why it just means making a man of you.
.........
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contented.
...

THE UNITEO

pays
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STATES

BANK

AND

WILSON

ANOTHER

Hllo Labato of Lamy is at the
He came here yesterday to,
attend to private business matters.
W. M. Fisher of Stanley, arrived
here yesterday and is a guest at the,
Normandie. Personal business brought;
j
him here.
Apolinio Vigil, a farmer of Chlmayo,
arrived in this city Saturday on personal business. He was a guest at the
Normandie.
j
Nor-mandi-

FINE LINE OF HATS

Heater

ARRIVED

MISS. A MUjLER.
Stop and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut

Harry G. Hogle, substitute .clerk, Is
oh duty in the postofflce for two days '
during the absence of Postmaster i'
Paul A. F. Walter.
Eugenio Romero, treasurer and ex- of officio collector of San Miguel county,
Mr .and Mrs. H. C. Gilmour,
Buena Vista Heights, have left for who was injured during the recent
Owensboro, Kentucky; on a visit to campaign trip by being thrown from
relatives of Mr. Gilmour.
ja buggy and having two ribs broken,
improving and Is expected to be up
Mrs. Edward Hart, wife of the well
known hardware merchant of Gallup, and about to attend to business again
stopped at the Palace hotel yesterday (ln a few days.
Mrs. Rumsey, of Buffalo, New York,
for a social visit to the city.
Dr. A. J. Hughey of Clovis fs a guest a cousin of Mrs. McMillan, widow of
at the Claire. He came to attend the the late Jude Daniel H. McMillan, is
territorial board of health meeting, in the city on a visit and is stopping
at the Palace hotel. She will remain
which was in session today.
Alan R. McCord, chief, clerk in the here until Mrs. McMillan arrives f r'.m
U. S. Surveyor General's office, has Socorro and will then be her guest
returned from a visit to the Albuquer-- j for some weeks.
que fair and irrigation congress.
Frank Bond, member of the whole
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, of Las Ve- - sale firm of G. W. Bond and brother,
gas, physician and president of the 0f Espanola, is a guest at the Palace
San Miguel County National Bank, is hotel. Mr. Bond came to attend to the
registered at the Palace hotel today' shipping of 24,000 head of sheep own- Jose A. Baca,, a citizen of Las
by the firm, by the Santa Fe rail-gawas among the guests at the Hp- - way this week, to eastern points,
tei uiaire yesterday ana toaay. rer- - where they have been sold to feeders,
sonal business brought him to the
Dr. A. J. Evans, formerly of Waco,
city.
Texas, where he had practiced medlH. Lowitzki and wife arrived in this rlnf fnr thrpp roars hut nnw nf Vow
city Saturday en route from Albuquer- - Mexi
before tnJ territori.
que to their home in Park View. They 'al board of health
:ied
and
s opped at the Normandie while in the
for a certlflcate authorizing him to
city,
in this territory. He has been
.
Dr. Edgar L Hewett director, of practice
thig dty for the paflt month enJoy

your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled
the heating power of
your coal. The result
will be the strongest of
all arguments why you

.

ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is
constructed

j

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.
TRUST COMPANY

percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

world.

Chief among

these is the famous

-

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS.

NO.
'.

;

en

thoroughly efficient
and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the

Hot Blast

m

UP 'PHONE
CALL
......

upon

tirely original principles, which are so

Ve-(e-

LIVERY STABLE

on

;

PERSONAL MENTION

rive

9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

I

is in Washington on society business.
He expects to return to Santa Fe in
about a month.
Dr. M. F. S'oan of Roswell is at the
Coronado where he arrived yesterday.
Hb came here tn armour before the
territorial board of health at its ses- -

Down Draft

through which all gases generated arr
burned, eliminating all waste.

M. F. Stone, a we'l known peace of- It MONEY in your Pocket, COAL In your bin, and COMFORT in your home
ficer of Carlsbad, accompanied by his
US-CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
to own Wilton-SE- E
wife and daughters, Misses Anna and
Only Complete Stock
Rosa, were visitors to the Capital MaPh0oNo!83:,ted
WE SELL FURNITURE
in the City,
Saturday. They visited the county jail
and the territorial penitentiary in
wnicn tney were greatly interested.
WE

sion today.
Dr. W. H. Thormond of Hook, arrived here yesterday for the purpose guests at the Normandie.
of attending the meeting of the ter- - Blake Franklin, spenial agent of the
ritorial board of health. He is a guest General Land Office, who has made
his headquarters at Santa Fe, the past
at the Normandie.
Dr. A. G. Hughey, of Clovis, arrived few months, where he made many
YOU HIT THE RIGHT FEED
here Saturday for the purpose of at-- j friends has gone to Washington, D.
tendine
the meetine of the territorial 0., where he will enter the legal de- whovon strike this establishment."
board of health, He is a guest at partment of the Forestry Seryice.
We handle nothinz but
Mrs. Franklin has one to Macomb,
the Normandie.
FIRST-CLAS- S
FLOUR AND FEED j Dr. W. D. Radcllffe of Belen, who is Illinois, to visit relatives.
L. Bradford
Prince
a member of the territorial board of
TLose who h&ve dealt with us don't bealth
room at theClaire today. left this morning for Espanola, in Rio
a
had
haye to be told how exdellent our epe-- He u attendlng the sessions of the Arriba county, and will engage in a
claltles are: And those whodon't bord while ln the clt
campaign tour throughout the counties
of Rio Arriba and San Juan. He will
Bdmethrhg eyery Jay they
utt.'wlfe of the well known and succeSsfui viit every pueblo and settlement and
renjta
acquainted. If you are one
wholesale
merchant Max Nordhaus, will talk to the people on the issues
you should give ua a trial order at , ,
,
oft the campaign and the great necessft
d
uuvn
iHer baby is with her.
ity for the election of Delegate W. H.
Dr. W. W, McClean, of Albuquerque, Andrews and for statehood. He is a
Sole Agency For
arrived here yesterday for the purpose most eloquent and convincing speaker
INTERNATIONAL 8TO"K FOOD
of appearing before the territorial; and is well and favorably known to
board of health here today. He is a the people of the two counties,
guest at the Normandie.
Hon. and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, two
G. M. McConvrey, of Tampa, Florida,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
daughters and little son, have return-arrivein this city Saturday and will ed from Albuquerque,
where they
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, 8ALT AND 8EEDS.
; remain
for the next two months to spent the past two weeks attending
The Only Exclusive Grain House In 8 anta Fe, New Mexlee.
enjoy the superb climate. While here the Irrigation Coneress and fair and
he will be a guest at the Normandie visiting relatives. The injury received
hotel.
by Mr. Jaffa a- week ago, in which he
Dr. H. M. Smith of Las Vegas,ac-companiedislocated one of his shoulders, is now
by Mrs. Smith and Mrs. rapidly getting well.
M. A. Smith, arrived here yesterday.
Drs. J. D. Pettet and S. G. Baker, of
Dr. Smith is a member of the terriAlamogordo; S. G. Baker, of Cuervo;
torial hoard of health. They are guests A. G.
Ramsey, of Lake Arthur, and
at the Palace.
E. J. Thornsbury, of Richmond, Ken
; E. H. Bickford, of Lake Valley, mantucky, are at the Coronado. They ar
ager of the Mimbres Land and Irriga- - rived here yesterday for the purpose
uou .uiupu, wiq ui uie
of a earing before
the territorial
mines came to the city yesterday on
bQard Qf heaUh tflday for license3 to
practice in New Mexico.
Claire.
T
IT!
irAnnn

GUIS. OLOSSON.

,

;

LEOHEKSCH

V

J

d

d

Latest Novel' in Fall and Winter Dress
Of

'

Goods.

."'

A

1

"T

O

here yesterday and ia stopping

company, and secretary of the
torial board of trade, leaves tonight for f 1
,UB.
r
lss
a cuPle ' daysin this
Albuquerque, to attend a meeting there
home from a pleas- of the board and tomorrow will go to,Baca ls on
RmwaII to.ntt.Anil Another mfietinff:ure irip 10 nerra auihihi huq
ver, Colorado. While in Tierra Amaril
ihora
was the Sest of
T
f! RhnAmnkor W. K. Davis and.1' th
yun&
Hon. T. D. Burns and family,
a Hnint
mmiBainn.
purine
President Robt. Law and Mrs. Law
ers of district No. 2, Otto, arrived here
were visitors1 during the week
who
Su
to
confer
with
County
yesterday
in
returned Saturday
ConAlbuquerque,
perintendent of Schools J. V.
In
Mr.
the Duke City, con
while
Law
Hotel
J
are
at
the
guests
way. They
ferred with A. D. Richmond, manager
Normandie.
of the Dominion Construction company
who ls now In Albuquerque, preparing
for active work on the Albuquerque
Eastern railroad from Morlarty to the
Hagan coal fields. The interview was
A. M. Dettelbach Manager.
quite satisfactory
Frances C. Wilson. Paul A. F. Wal
ter, Dr. C. A. Wheelon, A. H. Brod
head and Captain E. E. Brodhead
comprised a party that left yesterday
afternoon for the Frijoles Canon to
view the excavations made this sum'
mer by Professor Edgar L. Hewett
PICTURES.
and archaeological students on behalf
of the New Mexico Archaeological So"Complicated Duel"
ciety of which Mr. Walter is the sec"Maudrel's Feats"
retary and A. H. Brodhead the treasurer, They will 'return to Santa Fe on
Song "Neath the Old Cherry Tree,
Tuesday afternoon
Sweet Marie"
' Salomon' Spitz, the wholesale and
retail
jeweler and diamond merchant
"A Prodigal Parson"
on the South Side of the Plaza, has
returned from a month's! visit to the
r Change of Program Every East during which time he was in New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago, IndianapMONDAY
AND h THURSDAY olis and Denver, He finds that business is improving and that the many
Two Shows Dally, 7:30 a4,8:45 p. m. business men and merchants with
whom he came in contact will vote for
3rd
William
H. Taft on November
Admission
10c
next. He had a very nice time but
Reserved Seats
20c t
was glad to get back to Santa Fe's
MATINEE.
superb climate.
'
m.
at
3:30
Every Saturday
p.
terri-Ve-

d

Clty-fo-

Weather Predictions
predicted that within a few days
will again be visited with very
cold weather, be prepared for
same andllay in your comforts and blankets of
which we have a very large assortment at
" ..
,
prices to suit all-

There

Is

-

-

OPERA HOUSE

.

TONJGHT
PROGRAM

fcUT PRICES

CUT PRICES

AT
CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

Mission Desks, Office Chairs
Heaters, "Rugs and Linoleums
Embalming & Underlying
A SPECIALTY.

306--

8

Night

San Francisco
Call

The Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

AV

OERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Catron

Block

J

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

Special Sale

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

8t 'Phone
'Phone No

10
1

..................

Adults

.hlldren

10c

6c'

(Contlnutd On Pag

Eight?

f

The New Mexican Printing com
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They ar j especial
with printed headings, in
ly ruled,
made of
either Spanish or English,
good record paper, strongly and dur
ably bound with leather back and
covers and canvas sldeu, have full
Index In front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
a full on the first page.
The pages
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets.
separate ci 32 pages each or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices:
Civil or Criminal
$2.75
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
State
full must accompany order.
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted,
Herewitn are some "Bargains offeree
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, ?1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets $2.25;
Flexible
full leather, $3; Sheriff's
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each; New
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.

The seals and record books for notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for Incorpor
ated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Print-incompany. Santa Fe. New Mexico.

Hi

11 M

Concord
Grapes
at their best
FOR

Jellies
WE HAVE FANCY

PEACHES,
PEARS,
PLUMS & ETC

NEW MEXICO
Miss

drapes

s

Engraved cards ae vlste and wed
ding Invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one stand
ing In need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine samples, style ot work and orices.

blanksboth English and a
Spanishfor sale by the New Mexican
Legal

;?rlntln company

.

'Pit

!E

26.

If you want anything on
New Mexican want "ad."
Subscribe

for

earth-tr-

y

the New Mexican.

'
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LEGAL BLANK3.

Jiew tyx'co Central Iaildoad; Time Table
NO

120 Din

"

Santa Fe

Lv.
"

0
22

Altitude

STATIONS

MILES

1

Ar.

NO. 2
6 66pm
4 43
3 40pm
2 67pm

7,000
6,050

WOMANS

Kept in Stock and for Sale by the
Santa Fe New Mexican Conform
ing to the Laws of New Mexico.

READ UP

RKA.ll DOWN

MONDAY,

WORLb

it

Mining Blanks,
MISS LYDIA GOULD WELD.
Amended Locatldn Notice, 2 sheet.
"
6,260
iwlm
62
2 32
6.1751
"
4
pm
of
61
4 34 d"1
sheet
Publisher,
Agreement
f g
6,140
KSTANOIA
A Boston Girl Will Very Likely Plan
68
Proof of Labor, 2 sheet.
1
03
"
"
6,125
2
",
Our Biggest Battleship.
Wllliard
pm
80
6 60 Em
Notice
sheet
Mining Location,
"
6.210
92
Progreso
4
"
is one girl who may look tho
There
06
12
nbtet
"
Placer
Location,
6,295
Mining
Bianca
pm
99
eJiSn
11 15 am
? 3s p ni
Lv.
6,475
Torrance
Ar.
Bond of Mining Property, 2 part of a secretary for some home for
lia
Title
'"
1110 am
Ar, 12 35 am
Torrance
2 25am
8 30 pTu
l.v,
sheet
stray cats, but who is building
10 40 am
Lv. 10 40 pm
Kansas Olty
7 00 a in
Ar.
9 80 pm
"
8
"
St. Louis
69am 109 02 pm
7 05 pm
Deed, 2 sheet.
7 56 a n
Mining
"
1130 pm
OhleaBO
00pm
6 80 am
1145 a
She is Miss Lydia Gould Weld, of ft
"
Mining Lease. 2 sheet
6 20 pm
El Paso
Ar.
6 50 pm
8 00 a in
115pm
Coal Declatory Statement, 2 sheet famous and wealthy old New England
Coal Declaratory Statement with family. She is employed by the New
Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive
port News Shipbuilding and Drydock
of an Attorney,
Power
of
the
various
literature
and
agency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets
Construction company.
,
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable Information to travelers, 2 sheet.
womanhood
into
When
budding
and
Affidavit
just
Corroborating
free upon application.
Miss Weld concluded to be of some
Affidavit, 2 sheet
Fast frtighi servics to and from all Eastern and Western markets.
Notice of High to Water, 4 sheet use in the world. A little story is told
LYNG.
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of No concerning Miss Weld and Mrs. Lucia
CITY FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
Ames Mead, sometimes termed "a
tice, 4 sheet
temporal vicegerent of the Prince of
Affidavit of Assessment, 2 sheet
reace." Miss Weld had announced
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven her intention of learning to build battleships. Mrs. Mead was horrified.
sheet
dor's Recorded Brand,
"My dear Miss Weld," declaimed
Bill of Sale In Books of 25 Blanks, 40
Mrs.
Mead, "one hattleship costs as
cents per book.
as an entire university. One to
much
not
Bill of Sale Animals
Bearing
educational, and the other is totally
eVndor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
destructive.
I am astounded."
4
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
"My dear Mrs. Mead," responded the
sheet.
girl, "your mathematics are correct,
Bill of Sale, 2 sheet
HanDrive
and
Authority to Gather,
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand, 2 sheet
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
Justice of the Peaje Blanks.
Appeal Bonds, 2 sheet
Appeal Bonds, Criminal, 2 sheet.
Appearance Bond, 2 sheet
Appearance Bona on Continuance,
sheet
(J.
P.)
No 2
Miles From
Miles From
No. 1.
Bond of Appearance, (District Court)
STATIONS.
DAILY
Raton
Dei Moines
DAILY
2

25pm

Kennedy

.

Stanley
Moriarty
Mcintosh

41

"
"

pm

.

1--

1--

ft

1--

1--

liapn

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

Non-miner-

Non-miner-

1--

I

."'fc:".1'r!f

st

1--

J.P

1--

1--

hi

Louis

ml

&

1-- 4

1--

Pali Mlii

1--

Ci.

1--

1-- 2

PASSENGER

SCHEDULE

1--

1-- 4

1--

1--

In Effect July 14, 1908.

1--

1-- 2

--

1

00 a.
12 a.
35 ft.

m.
in.
m.
fn n. ni.
11 06 h. in,
11 20 a. m
11 46 a. m.
12 20 p. m.
12 45 p. m.
30 p. m.
3 50 p. in.
84 15 p. Ill,
4 45 p 111.
4 55 p. m.
'15 50 p. m.
6 15 p, m.
6 35 p. in.
7 08 p. 111.
1. 10 p. ni.
7. 23 p. m.
7. 45 p. m.

110
10
10
10

NM. Arr,
Lv. Des Moines,
Lv.
" Rumaldo,
i(
" Dedman
'
" Oapulln
Vigil
'J i Thompson
" Cunningham
Clifton House Junction
Arr.
Arr.
t ATrvNr isr m
Lv.
"
" Clifton House Junction
Lv
" Preston
" Koehler
" Koehler J net.

0
4
11
16
20
25
31
42
49
42
49
68
56
68
77
83

Lv.

86
89
94

Cerrososo

7
13
23
20
33
41

Lv

CIMARRON N. M.
N. M.

Nash

Harlan

Lv

u11 ut

15

9
9
7
7
7
7

50
53
59

Ute Park

55

p,
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
a.
a,'

a.

tlO 15 a.

47

Arr

30
15
55
35
25
55
30

30
25
05
11 40

0

" Colfax

Arr

5
6
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
12
12

49
45
38
32
29
24
18
7

43
25
60
40
25
00

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

Warrant,

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train
M., 6:15 p. m.
t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
9:55 a. m.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7. 8:12 d. m.

sheet

1-- 4

Commitment,

arriving .in Dawson, N.

No. 124

sheet.

2

Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet
m.
m.
Bond to Keep the Peace, 2 sheet
m.
sheet
Complaint, Criminal,
m.
m.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comm.
2
sheet
m. plaint,
m.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum'
in.
4
sheet
m. mons,
m. I Replevin Bond, 2 sheet
m.
Execution Forcible Entry and De- in.
m. tainer, 4 shock
in.
4
sheet
Replevin Writ
m.
4
m.
sheet
Affidavit,
Replevin
m.
4
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
m.
ni. sheet.
m.
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
4

sheet.

1-- 4

sheet
sheet
sheet

Affidavit,
Bond, 4

1-- 4

1--

Writ,

1-- 4

sheet.
sheet
Execution,
Summons, 4 sheet
Subpoena, 4 sheet
J. P. Complaint, 4 sheet
1-- 2

1--

1--

1--

.
, ...
ci l wci iviumcs,
c. r at a n at wvm,
Search Warrant,
sheet
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
m$m0s In New Mexico:
Blanks.
Spanish
Ocate,
Cimarron, N. M is depot for the following points
Auto de Arresto,
pliego.
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Auto
de PPrislon,
pliego.
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Certiflcado de Nombramlento.
and
Taos
Red
River
de
Ranches
Twining.
Taos,
City,
Questa,
pliego.
W. A. GORMAN,
E. J. DEDMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
Fianza Oficial y Juraironto,
pile
V. Ores, and Gen Mgr- Gen- Pass Agent
1-- 2

1-- 4

j

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 2

Superintendent

RATON, N.

RATON, N. M.

M-

RATON,

-

N-

go.

-

Fianza para Guardar la Paz,

1-- 2

pile

go.

Contrato de Partldo,
Escritura de Renuncia,

pliego.
pliego.
HIpoteca de Bienes Muebles, 2 pile
1-- 2

Going to EI Paso?

1-- 2

1--

go.

Documento
extensa
Garantizado,
orma entera, full sheet
Contrato entre los Directores y Pre-ceptores, 2 pllbgo.
Notas Obligaciones, 25
and BO
cents.
Libros Certlficados de Bonos, $1.
Llbros de Recihos Supervisors de
Camlnos, 25 cents.
Certificate of Marriage, 75 cents per
dozen.
Official Bond,
sheet.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Ooath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath. 2
sheet.
1--

iTAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
At Torrance at 11:10 A. JVt.
Be in El Paso at 5:30 P.M.

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

' The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasam jouaney via

1-- 2

the 8. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the first time you have occas-sio-

1-- 2

1--

n

to go El Paso.

Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet
Satisfaction of Mortagage,
sheet
Declaration In Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
1--

2

1-- 2

V.

R- -

STILES,
General Passenger Agent.

El Paso. Texas,

1-- 2

1

1-- 2

Lease,
Lease of
1-- 2

sheet.

Personal Property,
sheet.
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet

1--

2

1-- 2

DIRECT ROUTE
TO

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the San

Juan country

of Colorado.

For information as to rates,
literature, etc., call on or address

t-- ain

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.

Denver, Colo.

service, descriptive
.F H. McBRIDE, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Power of Attorney,
sheet.
4
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet.
Option, 2 sheet.
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

1-- 2

sheet

Renewal
sheet.

.

of Chattel Mortgage,

Warranty Deed,

1-- 2

sheet

1--

1-- 2

1--

THEN hi need of aay-V
on Eaf th
a
thing
ty
NEW MEXICAN WANT
AD.

It wilf positively bring remits

I

V

1-- 2

Quit Claim Deed,
sheet
Application for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Township Plats, 4 sheet
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Documento Garantizado, 2 pliego.
General Blanks.
Bond of Deed, 2 sheet
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
Bond, General Form, 1 2sheet
Release of Deed of Trust, 2 sheet
Relinquishment, 2 eheei.
1
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
1-- 2

1--

1--

1-- 2

1--

1--

1--

1908.

h. Lowitzki and wife, Park View:
Flavio Martinez,

Taos; Dr. A. G.
Hughey, Clovis; J. J. Murray, Alamosa,
Colorado; Martin Romero, Antonlto;
G. M.: McConvrey,
Tampa, Florida;
Juan Martinez, Rio Arriba; Tomas Ortiz, Dulce; Miguel Rodriguez, Amar-go- ;
J. W. Porter, Durango, Colorado;
J. L. Cooper, Pueblo.
Coronado.
M. F. Sloan, Roswell; Dr. J. W. Ballard, Richmond, Kentucky; Dr. E. J.
Thornbury, Deming; Diego Harena,
Taos; Dr. J. D. Pettit, Alamogordo; Dr.
D. G. Baker, Cuervo; Dr. A. G. Ramsey, Lake Arthur; Joe Niliva,

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge ' No
F. & A. M. Regular communication
first Monday of each
month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Palace.
N. L. KING,
Robt. Law and wife; Mr. and Mrs.
Worthy Master.
A. D. Elliott; L. W. Shanks. Chlhua- ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.
hua, Mexico; Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Smlth. Mrs A M Smitn La3 Veas.
flfillnn- Mrs. ttflwnrrl Wart
Prank
Sunt:. Fe Chapter No. 1
Bon, EsDanola: M' Walsh. 'E1 Pas0.
.
..
R. A. M. Regular conc E Pegter st , , , M,
vocation second Monday
Las
M.
Baca,
Vegas; J.
Cunningham,
of each month at MaLas1 Vegas; Otho Smith, Las Vegas;
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. Smith, Las Vegas.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
Claire.
ARTHUR
SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
A. G. Hughey, Cloyis; E. H. Bick- ford, Lake Valley; J. W. Eartherton,
Eureka, Missouri; J. A. Baca, Las VeSantr, Fe Commandary
,
gas; L. Weed, San Miguel; H. O.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
Socorro; J. Ford, Kansas City;
conclave fourth MonJ. F. Pearoe,
F. S.
Albuquerque;
day in each month at
Schmidt, Los Angeles; J. Gaiter Alter, Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Belle Plaine, Kansas; C. E. Ziegler,
JOHN H. WALKER, B. C.
New York; W. D. Radcliffe, Belen; A. H. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.
IE. Kearny, Kansas City; M. T. Root,
Denver; L. Clay and wife, St. Louis;
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
E. W. Richardson, Indianapolis; L. C.
Smith, Abbyville; B. B. Kelly, Cowan; 14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
Dr. J. S. Parker, C'ovisv
on the third Monday of each month
Normandie.
P. G. Alderge, Sunnyslde; Dr. W. at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
W. McClean, Albuquerque; J. B. Gib Masonic
Hall, south side of Plaza.
W. M. Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
son, Muskogee, Oklahoma;
Fisher, Stanley; J. C. Shoemaker, W. dlally invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
MISS LYDIA GOULD WELD.
K. Davis and Charles A. Saint, Otto;
Venerable Master.
but I question your logic. Frequently Dr. W. H. Thormond, Hook; C. G.
HENRY
F.
STEPHENS, 14,
El
C.
Mrs.
F.
Paso;
Rodgers
there are occasions In the onward Perry,
Secretary
march of civilization when one good and Miss Fannie Rodgers, Tucumcari;
D.
B.
HI- Is
handled
worth
Anderson,
Antelope
Springs;
properly
battleship
more to God and humanity than forty lo Labatd. Lamy; J. W. Stafford. Es- U. P. O. E.
panola; M. A. Stone and wife, Misses
average universities."
So Miss Weld fitted for technology Anna and Rosa Stone, Carlsbad; J. W,
Aland matriculated. Donning her leather Hutchins, Los Animas, Colorado;
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
apron, baring her well bred arms, bert Wood, Telluride, Colorado; G. K, bolds its regular session on the sec-nO. E
greasing, oiling and blackening her Maynard,
Missouri;
and fourth Wednesdays of each
pretty fingers, she worked at the Patterson, Washington, D. C; H. E month. Visiting brothers are invited
bench, the forge, the lathe, the anvil Vogt and wife, Espanola; J. X. Smith, and welcoma.
and at her books. After jthree years Espanola; H. A. Lindem, Salina, Kan
T. P. GABLE,
of savage plugging at naval architec- sas; G. M. Williams, Phoenix, Arizona;
Exalted Ruler
ture Miss Weld graduated at the head P. J. Horsey, Denver; Apolonlo
J. D. SENA.
Vigil,
of her class.
John
Las
Chimayo;
Mitchell,
Vegas;
Secretary.
Miss Weld one day amazed the milsteam
a
owner
of
lionaire
yacht
big
by running the pilot house out and.
the engine room In on a cruise in a
heavy sea.
President Orcutt of the big Newport
News company' is very proud of his
fair employee, who helps him build
some of the biggest battleships.
1, A.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Bur-sum-

Id

1-- 2

-

-
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d

Summons as Garnishee,
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sought after and so admired as the-- wo-- ,
man wnose easy, gracious manners pui
every one at ease the woman who
never forgets what is due to others
rather than to herself, who is always
ready to help with voice and deed. To
such a one doors open quietly; employers recognize her worth and reward
her by quick advancement; while those
who serve under and with her forget
their churlishness or bad temper in her
pleasant smile and gracious bearing.
It has been said that "money is a
key to" open every door," but there are
occasions when gold has no avail and
when manners alone are able to effect
in entrance. True politeness cannot
be too early taught, and it is best
taught by example rather than precept. If the housewife and mother
possesses that great virtue, servants,
children and all those who come under
her sway will soon fall into the same
way of speaking and acting. Philadel
phla Ledger.

OCTOBER

The Wife's Allowance.
Should the married woman have an
allowance?
'
Well, rather.
The husband who will make' his
wife run to him before he will give
her $3 ought to be sent to the rock
pile.
Said one man:
"When my wife wants her pet terrier to bark she gives him candy. I
train her the same way."
It is the old harem idea brought
down to date.
Many a man will write out checks
to pay a $100 bill and not give the
matter a thought, but watch him grunt
when his wife asks him for a little $5
piece.
The really Independent woman now
adays is not the Avlfe of the prosper
ous merchant nor the petted daughter
of the real estate man no, Indeed. The
woman who can afford to buy tw- otwo well er lemonades and not have
to give an account for the item is the
woman who is out in the world earn
ing her own living. Then men growl
because the girls nowadays want to
get away from home to earn a living.
And every once in awhile some fel
low rises up before the world to have
his say about woman's little evasive
ways. Who teaches her to do this if
not the man who trains her to go on
her pretty knees every time she wants
to have two bits of her own?
"What do you want money for? Isn't
my credit good?" asks her lord and
master pompously.
How would he like to be compelled
to charge every ten cent cigar and the
drinks for himself and the other fel
low?
On allowance? Well Just ask any
v
married woman.
has
man
the
who
least respect for
No
himself or his wife will force her to
beg for money or even humiliate her by
,
compelling her to ask for it.
Pony up, Mr. Husband. Treat bet
as you would like to be treated.
Cultivate Good Manners.
Good manners must not be mistaken
for "mannerisms," which should ever
be avoided. The former spring from a
constant regard and thought for the
feelings oT others, from habitual self
denial, from a love of gentleness and
peace, whlK the latter is merely af

fectation, to'

There cv i be no true politeness
where there Is no consideration for oth
ers. Qood manners are shown in small
deeds rather than the big actions of
life, in Ihe everyday Intercourse rather
than at occasional parties.
There is no woman so respected, go

Mexico

in a thousand and one opportunities it offers 10 capital
and labor.
The Mines richly productive under antiquated methods promise infinitely largely returns through
scientific development.
The lands long lain follow are now open to the enterprising American Farmer.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SEE MEXICO

MEXICAN
CENTRAL
RAILWAY
25.00 u

quotes a special side trip rate of

s-cy-

-

to Mexico and return from El Paso, to holders of tickets
reading to Albuquerque and return for National Irri- s
gation Congress at that
on Sale Oct. 3rd, to the the 10th, final return
limit Oct. 28th 1908. '
These tickets have privileges of stopover on either
going or returning trip with final limit.
CHAS. F BERNA,
J. C. McDONALD,
Gen. Agt.
Gen. Pass. Agt
El Paso Texas.
Mexico D. F.
point-Ticket-

1

Colonist Rates
California and Arizona
.

Daily

Etc.

Until October 31,1908

$30.00

FROM SANTA FE

Liberal stopover privileges, Personally conducted excursions
TlcketB accepted in tourist sleepers on payment of Pullman rate,
and In chair car.
No better way of hecomlng acquainted with the Great Southwest
where small farms yield a competence, than by traveling over
the Santa Fe.
Lot me tend you iom
H. S. LD1Z, Agent.
Literature about
Santa Fe, Pi. M,
flfornla, Arizona; ate
:

MONDAY, OCTOBER

1908.

12,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

FE, N.
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COIMIE TO

GO TO

HELEN, NEW MEXICO.

WILLARD, HEW MEXICO.
THI

IRE

COMMERCIAL

CITY

OF

TO

S1H

Miff.

FUTURE

THE CITY OF Wll LARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico. Was laid out in the fall of 1905. it is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 inhabitants. It lies on the main line of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east and west from
Chicago to all California points and the Santa Fe Central Railway running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection with the Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. 'It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY.,

RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO- -

OF

F

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam I ine of the Santa Fa
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Oalvestor and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 re ".laid out with broad 80 and
streets, wilh alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees.-publischool house, costing $16,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Patent
modern improveRoller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new
ment and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay iu Central
New Mexico, Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be
70-fo-

up-to-da-

estimated.

ITHEWILLARDTOWN& IMPROVEMENT THE BELEN TOWN & IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN TOW

WILLARD TOWWSITE

S T E

N

I

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS
OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and rosideice lots on
the townsite situate upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

'

:

semi-annuall-

The lots offered ar in the center of the city, well graded and 2.000 shade trees on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
may remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
One third purchase money, cash. Two-thirone year, wlih 8 per cent interest thereon.

$
JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

ds

Vice-Pre- s

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU3WISH TO SECUREOCHOICEST

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER
: APPLY

TO

:

:

:

New Mexico,

Willard,

1--

Like any

Love's Volapuk.
Original.

How did I court my wife, she not
understanding English nor I German?
will tell you.
My father was born In a town In Germany. He came to America, where he
married my mother, but he died before
I had learned to talk. Consequently I
never heard his tongue spoken In tho
my
family. When I was twenty-fivmother suggested that I go to his native country and make the acquaintance of some of my relatives there. So
I crossed the water and visited his naX

e

tive town.

Thinking it would be a pleasant surrelaprise to Bend an offering to my
tives with my card, I stepped into a
shop to buy, some flowers. A flower
shop is the daintiest place in the
world, and the shop I entered was the
daintiest of flower shops. Besides the
plants, there were birds and a little
fountain. Behind the counter was a
pretty girl, with fair hair and blue
eyes and a pleasant smile as with her
eyes she gave me a mute inquiry how
she could serve me. I stepped up to
some roses, inhaled their delicious odor
and held up the five fingers of one
band and one of another. The girl
took six roses and laid them on the
counter. In this way I made up my

i

t

j

1--

1-- 2

sheet.

Homestead

1-- 2

Application,

1-- 2

Affidavit,

Non-miner-

Small Holding Proof, full
No. 1 Homestead.

sheet

sheet.
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit required on Claimant,
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit,
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

2

s'eet.

,

Claimants Testimony,
Bheet
Declaration of Application,

1-- 2

,

sheet

1-- 2

,

cents.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Pocket
Notary Seals Aluminum,
$2.35, delivered; desks, $2.90, delivered nearest express office.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Postage 45 cents.
240 J. P. Criminal
Docket, $2.75.
Postage 45 cents.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 1 and 2 full leather, $6.50
a volume; three to twelve inclusive,
price, $3.30 each. Postage 25 cents
each.
320 Page I P, Docket,
Civil,
Criminal; $4. Postage 65 cents.
480 Page hand made Journal, $5.75.
480 Page hand made ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports. Full sheep, $6.60. Postage 25
cents.
Retail Liquor License, 50 in Book,
1-- 4

3-- 4

Certiflcado de Matrlmonio, 10 cents
cada uno.
pliego.
oFrmula de Enumeration,
pliego.
Contrato de Combustible,
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
Affidavit and Order for Publication
rf Notice of Contest Aeainst a Non- - $3.
Gaming License, 50 in Book, $3.
sheet.
Final Proof,
Notification of Change in Assesssheet.
resident Entryman,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest, ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, $3.75.
'
General License, 50 in Book, $3.
sheet
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
full
Final Homestead Proof,
and Spanish, 100 in Book, 75
English
sheet.
cents.
sheet.
Contracts,
Sheep
County Superintendent's Warrant,
sheet
Agreement,
60 In Book, 35 cents.
sheet
Butcher's Bond,
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
Application for License, Retail Li- F0 in Book, 25 cents.
Spanish.
License.
sheet.
quor
Books
Poll
for City Eelectlon, 8
Application for License, Game and
40
cents.
pages,
sheet
Gaming Tables,
Poll Books for Town Election, 8
sheet.
Application for License,
40 cents.
pages,
sheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
Poll
Books, Election1 of Schood Di
25
cents
pad.
per
Promissory Notes,
rectors. '4 and 8 pages. English and
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
Spanish, 20 and 40 cents.
sheet.
Poll Tax List, 4 and 8 pages.
Miscellaneous.
Doc
Sheriff's Flexible Cover Pocket
to talk about ordinary things, but I ket, single, $1.25; two. or more, $1
soon drifted into "spoons" and found each
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75
the book entirely inadequate to the pur.....v
cents
each.
I
took
the
up
it
down,
pose. Flinging
'
Compilation Mining La.a. CO cents
sign language again my eyes were a
,
complete dictionary in themselves and each.
sheet
I fonnd lovemaking as easy as tobogan-ning- , ( Acknawledgment,
Will cure any case
Deed, the City of Santa Fe, full
only faster. Before we parted I

own bouquet.
I was in no hurry to transact my
business and leave the shop. Indeed,
I wished to chat with the f rauleln. I
wished to tell her that I was from
America, but since to speak or write
the information would avail nothing I
took out my pencil and on a bit of
North
wrapping paper drew a map of
the
off
marked
South
America,
and
United States and put in my state and
city. She understood perfectly, smiled,
and extended her arms as if
Ing some invisible large article. This
I knew meant that I came from a
great country, and when she opened aash drawer and made a motion simllar to the first I mentally added, "And
Americans are all rich."
Just when I began to speak love's
t lancunee I don't know, but I remem- ber very soon pointing to a rose and
I then to her cheek. Then I pointed to
the ripples In the basin of the fountain
i on
which the sun shone throueh a
window, put my fingers on my hair
and looked at her own wavy tresses.
; She blushed, and 1 moved my fingers
to my Hps, still pointing at the shining
f'
water, meaning mat tne same simile
' described
her smile. This was not so
plain, but she understood, and, as Tom haA
Moore jputs it. the smile came
V

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

;

I

!

1-- 2

1--

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2
1--

2

1-- 2

1-- 4

fffrt

erf TlPffi

3k

Tptei te

Bheet.

Report of the Assessor, full sheet

Lj

IMPROVEMENT

&

JOHN BECKER, President- -

Deed, the City of Santa Fe, 2 6heet,
for Marriage License.
way I did it. "I ut my arm around Application
2
sheet
her waist and slipped my seal ring on Eng.
Application for Marriage License,
her finger. Then, faking out my handkerchief, I. held it up and fanned it, Span., 2 sheet
representing a nhh'a na w?ffCfl by Missouri Pleading Forms, $5, postage 17 cents.
you his compliments and say that,
The
Missouri Code Pleadings, $6.
though so important a man, It would two for $10. Adapted to New Mexico
not be wise for you to again criticise;
Code. Postage, 17 cents.
his rule In his dominions."
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
HELOISB AMES.
1903, English and Spanish, pamphlet
$2.25; full leather $3.00; 1905 and
LEGAL BLANKS.
1907, English or Spanish, , pamphlet,
Postage,
$2.75; full leather, $3.50.
Kept in Stock and For Sale By the leather, 16 cents; paper, 14 cents.
Santa Fe New Mexican Conforming
Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
to iia Laws of New Mexico.
$9.50. Postage, 45 cents.
Code of Civil Procedure, full leather.
Homestead Application,
$1; paper bound, 75 cents. Postage, 7

i

fair lake which the breeze Is
upon
When It breaks into dimples and laughs
in the sun.
I
You see, I got on swimmingly.
Bpent an hour in the store talking this
sort of thing, waiting when a customer
came in till he went out again, and
finally, feeling that I couldn't possibly
make an excuse to stay any longer, i
took my card, wrote the name and address of my aunt, to whom I wished
the flowers sent, and made signs
which meant that both were to go immediately. When the girl took up the
card I saw a surprised look on her
face, but she didn't say anything.
In the afternoon I received a note
written in very bad English saying
that my aunt and cousins would be
nleased to see me in the evening. I
found them in a house that had once
been a fine one, but badly out of repair. It had been in the family for
two centuries. I was not surprised,
for I knew that they had lost their
money at the time my father emigrated to America. My aunt received me
cordially, and what was my surprise
to see standing behind her in a corner,
blushing and smiling, the flower girl.
My ai;ut led her ont from her retreat,
aaying to me:
"Cousin."
Well, you could have knocked me
down with a feather. I blushed myself like a schoolboy. If it hadn't been
for having met her before and all the
track I'd been giving her in my sign
language I'd have gone up to her and
As it
given her a cousinly smack.
was, I stood looking at her like a fool.
My aunt, who spoke a few words of
English, acted as interpreter. And
such interpretation! I liad fallen In
love with my cousin in the shop at
first sight and could have talked with
her in the universal tongue as fast as
a forty horsepower automobile can go,
but with her mother between us we
didn't get on at all. The old lady was
feeble and soon retired, offering to
call in a friend who spoke English
very well to keep things going between
us cousins. I declined, telling her that
I'd rather sit and say nothing than put
any one to such trouble. She went
out, saying that she was glad to find
her nephew such a "lebhafter" young
man, or something that sounded like
it, and I replied, "A regular blltzen,
Isn't he?" Then the old lady went upstairs and left us alone together.
My cousin found a German-Englis- h
dictionary, which we used for awhile

TOWN

THE BELEN

E. P. DAVIES, Agent
of Company.

INFORMATION

LOTS.'

CO.,

WM. M. BERGER1 Secretary.

Road Supervisor's Receipt Book, 50
In Book, Spanish, 25 cents each.
Sipns Card Board.
15c eacn
"For Rent"
10c each.
'Board"
10c each.
For Sale"
each.
10c
"Lodging"
25c each.
"For Rent or Sale"
25c each.
'Board and Lodging"
50c each.
"Minor's Law"
50c each.
"Livery Law"
50c each.
.
.
Laws"
"English Marriage
. . 50c eack.
Laws"
Marriage
'Spanish
School Blanks.
sheet.
Oath of School Director,
of
Certificate
apportionment of
School Funds, 2 sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Report, 4
1-- 4

1--

1--

sheet.
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teachers Certificate,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportion,
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet.
Contract Between Directors and
sheet.
Teachers,
Teachers' Te'rm Register, full sheet.
sheet.
Contract For Fuel,
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
Prices.
10
Full sheet, each
$ .5
or
On
sheets, each
25
sheets, per dozen
35
sheets, per dozen
65
Full sheets, per dozen
1.75
sheets, per hundred
2.50
sheets, per hundred
4.00
Full sheets, per hundred
.100 assorted blanks take the per 100
price.
On an order of 500 blanks, customer's business cdrd will be printed under filing without extra cost.

WAHTS
FOR RENT
506 Galisteo

Four furnished rooms,
street.

FOR RENT Two, sunny, furnished
rooms, 102 Chapelle Street.
SALE Household
FOR
gooi'a
cheap. East door, 257 Manhattan avenue.
FOR SALE Good
upright piano.
Inquire at Wagner Furniture company
store.

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 4

2

1-- 4
1-- 2

1--

WANTED A girl to do housework,
light housekeeping. Apply at New Mexican Printing company.
FOR SALE A well established fire
insurance business in good, live town.
Reasonable price and terms. Address
Box. No. 2, postofflce, Santa Fe, N. M.
FOR RENT No. 106 College street,
six rooms and hall; back yard; water
connections, electric wiring, hard wood
, '
floors; $10. R. C. Gortner, agent.

4

The New Mexican Printing
especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especial-- ,
with printed headings, in
ly ruled,
either Spanish or Euglish, made of
good record paper, strongfy and durably bound with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, have full
Size of Blanks.
index in front and the fees of Justices
7x8
inches.
sheet,
of the peace and constables printed
inches.
sheet, 8
in full on the first page.
The pages
14117
Inches.
Full sheet,
are 10
inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
For Chapped Hands.
separate of 32 pages each, or with
Chapped skin, whether on the hands
civil and criminal bound In one
both
11.
cured
or face may be
one night by
SO pages civil and
320 pages
book,
applying Chamberlain's Salve. It is al- criminal. To introduce them
they are
so unequaled for sore nipples, burns
offered at the following prices:
and scalds. For sale by all druggists. Civil or Criminal
$2.75
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
Subscribe for the Dally New
For 45 cents additional for a single
and get the news.
docket or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
If you want anything on earth try by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
a New Mexican want "ad."
full must accompany order.
State
plainly whether English or Spanish
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
printed heading Is wantfC
corn-docke-

1-- 2

,

1--

4

1--

2

1-- 2

iras mM UUMJl
T

Cures Backacb
i i ii ii ii hi I
Corrects
Irregularities
Do not risk having
of Kidney or Bladder Disease not Bright a Diacaac
or Diabctey
No medicine can do more.
beyond foe reach of medicine.
.
THE
IRELAND PHARMACY.

I";
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA
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Personal Mention.
CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

(Continued From Page Five.)

CO.

S

i

BAKERS,

MEAT MARKKT PHONK NO.

BUTCHERS

GROCERY PHONB: NC.

49.1

4.

Do&sn'i
go up

,

PflTiT ES

PflT flRATin

crop Colorado
N V V ? Potatoes now in.
The Quality is verv fine and
the price low.

faW

.

eFlue
You receive intense, direct heal
from every ounce ol fuel burned-t- here
are no damp chimneys or long
pipes to waste the heat from a

-

k

I

PERFECTION

pounds for 25 cents.
100 pounds for $1.75

10

0

(Eqaipped witjli "Smokeless Device)
Turn the wick high
to room.
automatic
no smell
no smoke
or low no boiher
smokeless device prevents. Brass font holds 4 quarts,
burns 9 hours, Beauhlully hnished in nickel or

Carry it from room

I

Every heater warranted.

japan.

-

just. what you want lor the long
latest
Made ol brass, nickel plated
warranted.
draft
burner. Every lamp
central
H your dealer cannot supply the Periection Oil

evenings.

'

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S

1908.

ine
Heat

TERRITORIAL BOARD

...
political business.
OF HEALTH MEETS
Robert P. Ervien territorial land
commissioner, left today for points in
Socorro county on official business He Sixteen Applicants
For Licenses to
Practice Medicine in New Mexico
will probably return to Santa Fe on
Wednesday.
Appear For Examination.
Colonel G. W. Prichard left yesterAll the members of the territorial
day for Tucumcari where today he attended a Republican mass meeting and board of health met this morning in
delivered an eloquent address. He ex- the Capitol and received the applicasiteen physicians for
pects to return Tuesday or Wednesday. tions of
Miss O. B. Jones, of Denver, has re- certificates authorizing them to praclieved Manager E. C. Cook of the local tice medicine in New Mexico. Of that
Western Union telegraph office. Mr. number only six had not had the reCook will leave tomorrow for an ex- quired three years practical experitended hunting trip to the mountains, ence necessary to Valve an examinaduring which he expects- to bag some tion, and as a result they are combig game.
pelled to submit to a two days' exami- Welch
Dr. J. F.
of Kansas City, Mis- 'nation which wi:i be finished tomor- town
was
in
souri,
today and appeared row afternoon,
The members of the board are Dr.
before the territorial board of health
for examination to practice his profes- 'j. F. Pearce, of Albuquerque; Dr. H.
sion. He is a graduate of the medical M. Smith, of Las Vegas; Dr. W. D.
department of the University of Wash- Radcliffe, of Belen, and Dr. James A.
ington in St. Louis1 and is looking for Massle, ,of this city, secretary.
a location. His health is not the best The applicants for certificates are
and he wants to be benefited by New as follows:
Mexico's fine climate. He Called at the
Drs. W. G. Ramsey, of Las Vegas;
editorial office of the New Mexican J. S. Parker, of Clovis; J. A. Gaines,
and was furnished with a copy of the Dalhart, Texas;- L. G. Baker, Cuervo;
J. D. Pettet; A. J. Evans, of Waco,
"Sights of Santa Fe."
Dr. G. K. Maynard, of Salisbury, Texas; W. H. Thomas, Taos; J. W.
Missouri,
graduate of" the Ma- - Eatherton, Eureka, Missouri; G. K.
Hon
Medical
Sims
of Maynard. of Memphis, Missouri, and
College,
was
Stv Louis,
among yester- - J. F. Welch, o Salisbury, Missouri,
day's arrivals in town and today who is treasurer of the Missouri State
appeared before the territorial board Medical Society; C. V. McPharlln, of
of health asking for a license. The doc- - Horton Michigan; O. C. Patterson, of
tor and his wife and one child expect Tucumcari; M. F. Sloan, of Roswell;
to settle in New Mexico where the E. J. Thornton, of Poole, Kentucky;
doctor will practice his profession. He Finis L. Anderson, of Artesia, and A.
was a caller at the editorial office of G. Hughey, of Clavis.
the New Mexican and was furnished
This morning's examination env
with information and a copy of the braced the subjects of chemistry and
"Sights of Santa Fe."
physiology.
This evening Dr. Massie will, enter
tain the members of the board and
several residents of this city at din
ner.

12,
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GROCERS,

OCTOBER
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M.

ity Saturday was 32 per cent and on
yesterday it wag 52 per cent. The lowest temperature last night was 49 degrees and at 6 o'clock this morning the
of, thermometer registered 50 degrees.

Secretary James W. Raynolds
the Republican territorial central com-mittee spent today in Albuquerque on
.

FE, N.

I

Yfs.

Heater or Rayo Lamp write our nearest agency.

CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
(Incorporated)

SOCORRO REPUBLICAN
CONVENTION THIS WEEK

MARKET REPORT

CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
county convention
at the Amalgamated Copper 75
B. Pfd. 88
Atchison 43
court house in the Gem City on
104
Central
York
New
wltfcn
at
14th
inst.,
Wednesday the
'.,.,..
Pennsylvania 102
convention candidates for the council
Southern Pacific 104
district composed of Socorro and Sierra
DISTRICT COURT
comPacific 165
Union
district
house
counties, for the
Weather forecast for New
AGAIN IN SESSION posed of Socorro and Sierra counties, Steel 47; pfd. 109
IX
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
AND
MONEYS AND METALS.
and for the following county offices,
-and Tuesday, with stationary
Money on
New York, Oct. 12.
By Judge John R. McFie Will be nominated: Sheriff, treasurer
temperature.
cent;
prime
per
After Two Weeks' Recess Several
and
collector, probate judge, call, easy,
.
Cases Disposed of.
clerk, superintendent of mercantile paper 4l-2probate
New York, Oct. 12. Lead, 440
schools, surveyor and two county comFresh Baltimore oysters. Santa Fe
445; copper, market quiet, 13.72
Judge McFie this morning
missioners.
Meat & L. S. Co.
silver, 51.5-8- .
the fall term of the district court at District Court Clerk W. E. Martin 13.02
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1, Royal Arch the court
ALL KINDS OF PICTURES FRAMING
house, but deferred the call- has, already betn nominated by the GRAIN, PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
Masons, will meet this evening in reg
of the docket until tomorrow morn county of Sierra as. candidate for the
Chicago, Oct 12 Wheat Dec. $1
OUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE 35 ular monthly convocation at Masonic ing
1.01; May $1.03
So
E.
of
ing at ten o'clock.
Amos
council and
Green,
hall at 7:30 o'clock. Visiting companResidence, Llncol i Avenue. Night and Sundays. Telephone No. 142.
Corn 58
In the case of the United States corro, who was a member of the house
May 64
ions are cordially invited to be present. Bank vs.
Oats Dec. 49
May 51l-Safford and Fiske, the de of representatives of the Thirty-seMr. and Mrs. J. A. Carruth have de
murrer was overruled and the plaint- enth legislative assembly, has already Pork Oct. $14; Dec. 14.15.
cided to make Santa Fe their future iff
Lard Oct. $9.55; Nov. 9.50
given ten days to reply..
been nominated for the house in the
home and have rented part of the cot
Ribs Oct. 8.90; Jan. 8.28
8he case of Sealy vs. Leahy was an- district." The county will poll a sure
tage of Henry Woodruff on Don Gaspar nounced as settled and was therefore
COAL AND WOOD
WOOL MARKET.
to
500
from
of
Republican majority
avenue. Mr. Carruth was at one time dismissed.
...
'St. Louis, pet. 12, Wpql Market is
1,000.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
t,
postmaster at Las Vegas and is an ojp J'iThe suit for damages for personal
firm. Territory and western mediums,
Screened Raton Lump
newspaper man, who Is at present en injuries, received on a train, of C. IV. BIG OIL STRIKES
$4 50 per ton
1720; ' fine mediums, 1517; fine, 12
M
gaged in mining.
Monero "
Dudrow vs. the Atchison, Topeka and
IN PECOS VALLEY
14.
5,25
A pile of brush in the front of the Santa Fe
"
LIVE STOCK.
"
railroad, was dimissed on the
Cerrlllos "
6.00
residence of J. E. Lacome, on the motion of the plaintiff without preju
Kansas City, Oct. 12. Cattle, 26,000.
Dayton, N. M.. Oct. 12. Oil of a
South Side, caught fire about 4 o'c!ock dice to the plaintiff's cause.
Anthracite Coal all sizes
Sawed Wood and Kindlirg
fine grade has been struck three and Market steady , to 10 cents lower.
morning-anan alarm was
Sunday
Tomorrow
southwhen
docket
the
a half miles from Dayton. It is thought Southern steers, $2.904.20;
mornlns
Coal
All
Kinds of Steam Coal.
Smithing
Q
turned in by a man who discovered will be called, all the cases which can the oil will
gush when the water pres ern cows, $23.25; stockers and feedthe blaze. The services of the fire de be tried without a jury, will be set for sure is removed. The strike la creat ers. S2..75CT4.V&;
duus,
.zixgja.ou;
partment were not required, however, hearing. There will be no jury cases ing great excitement throughout the calves,, $3.506.75; western steers.
Nar A. T.f & 3. F. Depot
Phone No, 85, Office Garfield Avenue,
as the flames were extinguished with tried at this term, as there is a de
valley. The Dayton gas well pressure $3.355.20; western cows, $23.75.
little difficulty.
ficit in the fund for the defrayal of the has Increased from 108 to 180 pounds.
Hogs 13,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
Beef, Pork, mutton, veal, lamb, San court expenses. It is thought, however,
ON Gusher Near Artesia.
lower. Bulk of sales, $5. 65 6. 2ft;
ta Fe Meat & L. S. Co.
that tha additional amount-- whirh will Artesia, N. M., Oct. 12. An oil well heavy, $6.156.30; packers
and
The regular quarterly meeting of, ha rv.0ivd
H
(n.Mmn-v..- l uuc
125
of
barrels'
$5.50
has
been
butchers,
capacity
$5.906.30; light,
nail
uiiucu j
the New Mexico Society for ttte mlll on eachjjhundred
dollars taxation struck six miles south of Artesia. 6.05; pigs, $3.505.2o.
will
be
at
held
home
the
Friendless,
of the. district for court purposes will This greatly extends the proved field
Sheep 15,000. Market weaR. Mut
of Superintendent
Edward be sufficient to
James
the court ex Of the Roswell oil district. :
tons,
defray
$3.604.20; lambs, $4.505.90;
Wood, 102 West Manhattan avenue", penses for the next term.
FOR THE SICK
range
wethers, $3.404.40; fed ewes,
Santa Fe, at 8 o'clock p. m., Tuesday,
'
.,
AUTUMN SESSION BRITISH
$3.254.30.
SANITARIUM October lath. Every contributor to the
21.
Oct.
28,000.
Chicago,
Cattle,
'PARLIAMENT
CONVENES
,',
'
work of the society is a member, is ALLEGED INCENDIARY
Market is steady to 10 cents lower.
SANTA FE, N. M.
entitled to a vote, and is expected to
IS ARRESTED
London, Oct. 21; The autumn ses Beeves, $3.404.75; Texans, $3.25
be present to discuss plans for the
sion
$16 and up per week.
of the British. Parliament opened 4.70; westerns, $3.105.70; stockers
proper conduct of the affairs of the. Charged With Burninn House and
here
today. The entire ten weeks sit and feeders, $2.60450; cows and
society.
Valuable Property of W. W.
be taken up with the con- heifers, $1.605.30; calves, $68.50.
will
ting
Tin tr,Vr,n,rir Inttni...! nA
Bacon, at Glorieta.
Sheep 32,000. Market weak to a
of government measures,
sideration
I Of lUfC treatn afld Kllk cards are held at the postoffice for
shade lower. Western, $2.504.25;
most
tjve
of
which
Is
the
important
postage or better address: J. D. Brum- Special to the New Mexican.
licensing bill. This will pass the House yearlings, $3.25 4.5; lambs, $4C;
mall, M. D., Salisbury, Mo.; Miss
Telephone No 148 Red
Ulorleta, N. M., Oct. 12. A week of, Commons, but .in : the House of western,: $3);756, ,,:,,iv.: :.,- ;
We Comply with the ,
Hansen, 2116 Racine St., Racine, ago today the house of W. W. Bacon,
A FLURRY
wili be either thrown out or
Wis.; Mr. Herman Bott, Lisbon, N, which was located about two miles Lords,
Pure Food Laws.
'and the controversy of last
amended
It is an admitted tact that real esin Sash. Doors and Blinds. To
N. from the Taber-Vog- t
Dak.; Miss Emiliana Velarde,
store, year will be renewed.
company's
tate, financial men and merchants all
Mex.; Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Patton, was burned sometime during the
celebrated the National holiday
night
say that quickest and best retrultsare
16th and Wall,' Joplin, Mo.; Miss Nelwe have blown to atoms all preSuspicion, has rested on one Patricio
Subscribe for the Dally New
obtained by advertising
the New
lie
Groesbeck,
Melrose,
Louisiana;
vious price records.
We can
Vigil, who was Saturday arrested and
'
"
and get the news.
Mexican.
Miss Anastacia Garduno, Nambe, N taken before the
give you
justice of the peace
M.; Mr. A. J. Buck, 445 N. Clark St;, where ha
over to the grand
bound
waj
STARTLING FIGURES
Chicago; Dr. C. A. Jennings, Salis- jury in the sum of $1,000 bail. The
on large or small lots of Doors
bury, Mo.; Felipj Alvarado, Las Ve- arrest was made by Deputy Sheriff
Sash and Bliods.
gas, N. M.; Mr. Guadalupe Trujillo;-Oj- Torevio ,Encinas, who also worked up
Standard
sizes always in stock.
Caliente, N. Mex.
the case against Vigil and yesterday
Quick
Celery, cauliflower, lettuce, radishes, he took the prisoner to Santa Fe. 7
deliver'0".
young onions, tomatoes,
Santa Fe W. W. Bacon is a
in this
Meat & L. S. Co.
vicinity, is quite wealthy and has pur
Tonight at the opera house ine chased several ranches near this place
usual change. will be made. The fea which he is improving greatly. The
-- 4
i- -.
o
n
ture film will be an Essanay picture of burned house contained a, new Chick'
American life, called. "A Prodigal ering piano and was nicely furnished
Got some healthy, rompin?, teal children I
Mr. Bacon and family
Parson," who, through the efforts of a throughout.
at your house---Th- e
kind that are ever;
villian, in trying to break up his family were in Albuquerque attending the Ir- falls from grace and becomes a tramp, rlgation Congress and fair at the time
lastingly kicking out their shoes.. They
afterwards rescues his wife and blind the fire occurred.
are the youngsters we1 want to "'see-- We
daughter and returns to the fold. The
When In the City to visit the
have shoes they can't kick oat! ,
other films include a "Complicated GOMPERS ATTEMPTS TO
an
PUT HIMSELF RIGHT
Duel,"
extremely funny one, and
OLD AfiD ORIGINAL CURIO STORE.
YES THAT'S WHAT WE'VE GO- T''Maudrel's Feats," Is a story of the
smugglers and bandits of olden times
Washington, Oct. 12. "Ja performTom Boy and School Shoes $ j.35 ..to $2.00
3csides the thousands of curious and relics see
on the French-Italiaborder. The song ing a solemn duty at this time in supwill be, "Neath the Old Cherry Tree, port of a political party union labor
worih 50c pair more
s
Sweet Marie."
does not become a partisan to a politV ' t Krome Elk $2.00 to $2.50 will last as long
Quick delivery. If your butcher can't ical party but a partisan to a princi,
as 3 ordinary pairs.- In America, cast, in 1330
j.
give you what you want in a hurry, ple," declares President Gompers of
'
call 92. Santa Fe Meat & h, S. Co.
the American Federation of Labor In
Stock of Turquois from our own mines
LOAD
BIGGER
A
HITCH
WILL
WE
laIssued
circular
a
mean
today regarding
The
temperature yesterday
Indian blankets, baskets, pottery, drawn work etc.
wag 2 degrees warmer than that of bor's stand in the coming election. He
To your doltar than it ever pulled beSaturday, although the maximum tem- charges that the Republican party and
':;
fore.
v V: ,:':;:;.
perature of Saturday was 2 degrees its candidates stand for a further exHATS, GOING AT
In
this country of the despotic
tension
higher than that of Sunday. The
was 67 power vested In the judiciary and that
temperature
yesterday
S. CANDELARIO
v
degrees and of Saturday 69 degrees. the Democratic party and Its candid301-30San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M.
The minimum temperature yesterday ates stand for a government by law
-"- RICE MtKFR- Swas 46 degrees and Saturday 39 de- jested In the people. The circular re-- j
Look for the old cart on top of the store building:
grees. The mean , temperature yester- fers to Judge Taft as the "orlKlnator
day was 50 degrees and that of Satur- and specific champion of discretionary
day, 5,4 degrees. The relative humid-
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